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HINISTERI AL LEADERSHIP I N TilE CF1JTRAL JURISDICTION 
OF 
THE METHODIST CHURCH 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem. 
'The annual conferences of the 1·Iet hodist Church in America are 
a t present d ivided into six administrative groups which are ca lled 
j urisdictions. Five of these are geographica l units or clivisions; 
t he sixth, or Centra l Jurisdiction, is made ttp of 11 The Negro Ar.um-
al Conferences, the Negro Mission Conferences and 1·iissions in the 
United States of America 11 • 1 This Central Jurisdiction overlaps 
each of the othe r five, althou~1 it includes only one state, Colo-
rado, in the i'Jestern Jurisdiction. 2 There is now, and has been, 
much dissatisfaction with this jurisdictional arrangement because 
it serves to segregate Negro Methodist Churches and Conferences 
on the basis of race while other jurisdictions are defined in 
terms of geography. A great many Het hodists feel that such se gr e-
gation is a denial of the Christian concept of brotherhood . It 
seems certain that the issue of a segregat ed Central Jurisdiction 
is one wluch will come up for discussion at all General Con fe r ences 
1. Estes, a nd others, (eds.), JUC, II, 433. 
2. Short, YC!-1., 33 • 
1 
of the Hethodist Church until some more widely accepted course 
of action is agreed upon. 
2 
Tdhen constructive action is taken in this area, those vlho 
lead the Central Jurisdiction >vill of necessity play a decisive 
role. An intelligent policy looking toward the dissolution of 
the Central Jurisdiction will necessitate either an integration 
of its seventeen annual conferences into other jurisdictions on a 
geographical basis or an integration of its churches into the 
existing annual conferences in which the various churches may be 
located. If tte Central Jurisdiction is to be maintained, then 
the ideal of a Hethodist Church united in fact as '\<Tell as in name 
must be abandoned and the present arrangement, or some modifica-
tion thereof, must be accepted. In either case, the position of 
Central Jurisdictional .ministers will be crucial. 
If the Central Jurisdiction should be abolished and its con-
ferences or churches integrated into the organizations of the 
other five jurisdictions, the status of present Central Juris-
dictional leaders v1ould be vitally affected. It is often asserted 
that a segregated Central Jurisdiction furnishes greater opportun-
ities for the development of Negro leadership than would be poss-
ible were this jurisdiction integrated into the overvrhelmingly 
white jurisdictions. Culver points up the popularity of this idea 
in the following words: 
Although the argument concerning equal rights and 
representati on is often appea led to in support of the 
Central Jurisdiction, it · is overshadm· ed by the argu-
ment that the separate jurisdiction aids in the devel-
opment of Ne gro leadership. This statement that Negro 
leadership is developed better in a separate confer-
ence or jurisdiction is unquestionably the leading as-
sertion of the segregationalist.l 
3 
Whether or not this assertion is valid, an integration of t he 
Central Jurisdiction with the other five would vitally affect the 
status of Negro ministers in the Methodist Church. 
If the present jurisdictional arrangement is to be maintain-
ed, then the relationship of the Central to the other jurisdic-
tions will crystalize into more and more well defined channels. 
Huch responsibility in determining these channels, and in finding 
the most effective ways of operating within the fixed patterns of 
segregation which they involve, will rest with the Negro ministers 
in the Central Jurisdiction. 
It is the purpose of t his study, therefore, to examine as 
objectively as possible, the present condition of the ministeria l 
leadership within the Central JurisdiEtion. An attempt is made 
to see the ministers of this jurisdiction in the sociological 
situations i n which they work, to determine and analyze their for -
mal educational achievements, to deterrnine the specific problems 
of which they are aware and 1t1hat they believe their church could 
do to all evi ate such pr oblems , and f inally to detennine a s a ccur-
ately as possible t heir opinions concerning the Central Jur isdic-
1. Culver, NSMC, 85 . 
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ticn and their desires as to its future within the Hethodist 
Church. 
2. Definition of Terms. 
Leadership may be defined from two points of view. One is 
in terms of a dynrunic process whereby one person influences an-
other to-v1ard some course of action. One writer defines this pro-
cess as 11the relation between an individual and a group built a-
round some common interest and behaving in a manner directed by 
him111 (who leads). Another writer defines it as "the activity of . 
influencing people to cooperate toward some goal which they · come 
to find desirable". 2 In a second sense, however, leadership may 
be defined in terms of the people who exercise the process of 
leading, i.e., the leadership of some specific university or busi-
ness corporation. This study is concerned almost exclusively vdth 
leadership as defined from this second point of view. Therefore, 
ministerial leadership, in this study, means not the process by 
which people are influenced to some course of action but the group 
of men who are the 'ministers leading the activities of the churches 
within the Central Jurisdiction of the Methodist Church. 
The Central Jurisdiction, as used in this study, refers to 
the organization of Negro annual conferences of the Methodist 
Church, as explained on the first page of this chapter. 
1. Schmidt, Art.(l933), 282. 
2. Tead, AL, 20. 
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3. Review of Previous Research in the Field. 
In so far as the present writer has been able to ascertain, 
there have been only three volumes published which have a direct 
relationship to the present study. The first of these .was a 
booklet entitled The }1ethodist !finistry in 1948: Its Composition 
and Training and the Recruitment Needs of the Chu~ch, 1 compiled 
by Professor Hurray H. Leiffer and his associates in the Bureau of 
Social Research at Garrett Biblical Institute. This book was 
copyrighted by the Commission on Hinisterial Training of the Eeth-
odist Church. It directly touches the present study at only one 
point. Dr. Leiffer presents a chart showing the educational 
training of a certain number of ministers in each jurisdiction. 
In the Central Jurisdiction the sample is made up of 153 ministers, 
and the study was made before 1948. The present study 1'lill in-
elude a considerably larger sample and the materials for this 
study have been gathered during 1954. 
A second volume was written by Dwight vl. Culver and entitled 
Negro Segregation in the Hethodist Church. 2 This book has one 
chapter entitled 11 The History: The Negro Finds His Place in Hetho-
disrn", which touches somewhat the area of chapter II of the pres-
ent study. Culver draws upon some of the same sources which for.m 
the background material for chapter II of this study. He also deals 
somewhat \dth the feelings of Negroes as regards the Central Juris-
1. 
2. 
Leiffer, MM48, (see bibliograph~) 
Culver, NS~C. (see bibliography) 
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diction. Here again, however, the attempt was not made to deter-
mine by a large sample the aims and desires of Negro ministers as 
to the future of the jurisdiction. This work by Culver deals 
mainly, as the title suggests, with the policy and practice of 
segregation "1-Iithin the Hethodist Church and deals with the Central 
Jurisdiction only as it relates to the main emphasis of his study. 
The third volume is a little pamphlet of sixty-one pages en-
titled The Hinistry of the Central Jurisdiction of the ?·1ethodist 
Church 'I'Iritten by Dr. Ralph A. Felton and published while the 
present study v1as in pro gress . 1 Dr. Felton is professor emeritus 
at Dre-v; University a nd is at present a professor at Gammon Theolo-
gical Seminary in Atlanta, Georgia. This little booklet touches 
the present study at two points . In it Dr. Felton analyzes the 
formal educational achievements of a group of rninisters represent-
ing a cross section of the ministry of the Central Jurisdiction, 
similar to what is done in chapter IV of the present study. Sec-
ondly, he deals somewhat wL th the make-up of the Central Jurisdic-
tion in terms of size of churches a nd ministerial salaries, thus 
touching upon the material presented in chapter III of the present 
study. A very large proportion of Felton 1 s study, however, is con-
cerned 1dth the recruitment and training of ministers and the part 
to be played therein by Gammon Theological Seminary . Therefore, 
the major emphases of Felt on 1 s study and the present study, while 
1. Felton, MCJ. (see bibliography) 
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concerned v.fith the same general problem within the Hethodist 
Church, approach the problem from a different position and specif-
ically set forth different aspects thereof. 
The writer knows of no other studies, beyond the three men-
tioned here.., which bear upon the problem of this dissertation. In 
a personal letter, Dr. Charles S. Johnson, president of Fisk Uni~ 
versity, states the same opinion as follows: 
11I have been very much interested in your letter ••• 
in connection with a possible dissertation for the Doc-
tor of Philosophy Degree. 
I think you have put your finger on one of the 
troublesome areas ·in the ecclesiatical organization of 
the Methodist .Church. I do not know of any study !hat 
has been made directly bearing upon this problem. 11 
4. :t-1ethods of Procedure. 
The study is divided into seven chapters, the first of which 
is an introduction to the problem and procedures. Chapter II pre-
sents an historical background of the Central Jurisdiction. This 
vtas necessary in order tmt a proper perspective might be gained, 
since the jurisdictional system came into being only in 1939. The 
materials for chapter II were taken from standard reference works 
in the field of Church History. 
Chapter III presents a study of certain sociological factors 
in the Central Jurisdiction such as the size and location of the 
churches, the salaries of ministers within the Jurisdiction, and 
1. Personal letter to the writer from Dr. Charles S. Johnson. 
Letter dated 28 Harch 1952. 
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the changes in the number of ministers since the Central Jurisdic-
tion came into being. This chapter was necessary in order to see 
the situation in which the Central Jurisdictional leadership oper-
ates. Iv.Iaterials for . chapter III having to do with the Negro · 
Church as an institution were taken from the published literature 
concerning the Negro Church as a whole. The materials for the 
other portions of the chapter were taken primarily from the Hin-
utes of the Annual Conferences of the Methodist Church as publish-
ed by the Statistical Office of the lviethodist Church. 
Chapter IV is an analysis of the formal education of all the 
bishops and a representative group of the ministers of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction. The information relative to the education of 
the seven Negro bishops was taken from published sources such as 
Who 1 s ~-.lho In 1'-fethodism. The information concerning the ministers 
was obtained by means of a research questionnaire which was mailed 
to all ministers ~nthin five of the seventeen annual conferences 
of the Central Jurisdiction. In order that representative confer-
ences l'muld be selected, the writer discussed the proposed ques-
tionnaire v1ith Bishop John 1·:esley Lord, resident bishop of the 
Methodist Church in the Boston Area. Bishop Lord, in turn, ~Tote 
to each of the four bishops of the Central Jurisdiction explain-
ing to them the proposed study, sending each a copy of the pro-
posed questionnaire, and asking each to cooperate to the extent 
9 
of selecting an annual conference representative of his e>·m area. 
The bishops of the Central Jurisdiction were courteous and cooper-
ative , each supplying a suggestion as to the conference or confer-
ences within his area which, in his opinion, would be most nearly 
representative. 
The follo~dng conferences were suggested: the Georgia Confer-
ence in the Atlanta area; the Washington and ·North Carolina Confer-
ences in the Baltimore area; the Louisiana Conference in the New 
Orleans Area; the Lexin.gton Conference in the St. Louis Area. 
These suggestions were followed lvith one exception. It proved im-
possible within the time limits of the study, to obtain a mailing 
list for the ministers in the Lexington Conference, and the Dela-
ware Conference was substituted therefor. The Delal'.'are Conference 
and the Lexington Conference are comparable in size and, apparent-
ly, ~n other respects. It is felt that the Georgia, Louisiana, 
North Carolina, 1vashington, and Delaware Conferences, taken to-
gether, form a very representative sample of the Central Jurisdic-
tion of the Hethodist Church. 
During the summer of 1954 a questionnaire, Appendix A, and a 
covering letter, Appendix B, were mailed to each minister in these 
five conferences. The percentages of questionnaires completed and 
returned are reflected in the following tabulation: 
10 
Questionnaires Questionnaires 
Conference Mailed Completed Percentage 
Washington 198 72 36.3% 
Louisiana 105 32 30.5 
North Carolina 90 34 37.8 
Georgia 100 25 25.0 
Delaware 195 66 33.8 
TOTALS 688 229 ~~·J ~ 
These 229 men vmo completed and returned the questionnaire 
had the following conference relationships: 
Effective members of an annual conference 152 
Members on trial in an annual conference 4 
Retired members of an annual conference 28 
Accepted supply pastors 45 
Total 229 
Chapter V presents an analysis of the obstacles of v1hich 
Central Jurisdictional ministers are aware to their development 
as leaders in the Hethodist Church and what they believe the :Heth-
odist Church could do to help overcome these obstacles. The mater-
ials for this chapter are derived entirely from the information 
on the completed questionnaires. 
Chapter VI presents an analysis of the attitudes and desires 
of Central Jurisdictional leaders as to the position of the Central 
Jurisdiction within the Nethodist Chur ch. To obtain materials for 
11 
this chapter the writer examined all copies of the Central Chris~ 
tian Advocate, official weekly magazine of the Central Jurisdic-
tion. This information is presented in the first part of chapter 
VI. The largest portion of this chapter, however, contains infor-
mation derived from the answers to questions on the research ques-
tionnaire. 
Chapter VII is a statement of the conclusions the writer 
feels may be justifiably dral~ from the total study. 
5. Aclmov1ledgement of Appreciation. 
This study was possible because of the assistance of many 
people. Dean Walter G. Muelder gave patient guidance at every 
point; Bishop John Hesley Lord gave the personal contact with and 
recommendation to the four active bishops of the Central Jurisdic-
tion, thereby helping enlist their cooperation; Bishops Edgar A. 
Love, J. VJ . E. Bowen, Matthew W. Clair, and Hillis J. King sueges-
ted conferences representative of the areas where they serve, and 
were courteous in their cooperation; 229 of the Methodist minis-
ters 1·1ithin the Central Jurisdiction took the time to anS\'ler a 
questionnaire which v1as, of necessity, rather personal in nature; 
my wife, Ruth W. Dixon, did many of the statistical CQ~putations, 
as 'lvell as giving kindly and con5tant encouragement throughout 
the entire study; ~li ss Virginia Brown gave much time and care in 
typing the manuscript. To all these people~ the writer is in-
debted; to them he wishes to express his sincere appreciation. 
~~atever value the study may have will be due in large measure 
to the aid they furnished. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORICAL BACKGH.OUND OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
Begi_nning of Hethodism in America. 
Methodism as an organized force in American religious life 
began sometime after 1760. Although the place and t he exact date 
cannot be determined with absolute certainty, the original meet-
ing was held either in Maryland or Ne\>T York. In 1760 Philip 
Embury, his wife, and his cousin, Hrs. Barbara Heck, came to what 
is now New York City. Shortly after 1765 Mrs. Heck urged Embury, 
a lay preacher, to begin holding preaching services in his home; 
pl~obably in 1766 he held the first service.1 At about the same 
period Robert Strawbridge landed in Haryland. He built his cabin 
on Sam 's Creek some thirty miles northwest of Baltimore and soon 
began holding preaching services in the home of a neighbor. 2 
In 1769 two of John Wesley's preachers, Richard Boardman and 
Joseph Pilmoor, were sent over from England. 3 Francis Asbury 
left from England on September 4, 1771 and arrived in America the 
same year. The first annual conference of American Methodism was 
held in Philadelphia on July 14-16, 1773 and was made up of ten 
preachers representing 1,160 ~·1ethodists. 4 
1. Sweet, HAH , 54. 
2. Schofield, \,IH, 23. 
3. Sweet, SRA, 223. 
Lt-o Stevens, ill1lEC, I, ll9. 
13 
14 
These early Hethodists were ac!mm·lledged spiritual followers 
of John \'lesley and the Wesleyan movement in England. For a period 
he or his representatives exercised fairly direct supervision of 
their activities . However, the coming of the Revolutionary ·Jar 
made this relationship increasingly untenable. 1-'Ir . \!lesley, him-
self, seems to have been a staunch supporter of the King during 
this struggle and in 1775 "1rote A Calm Address to our American 
Colonies. This caused considerable difficulty f or American Hetho-
dists; they were almost universally considered as Tories and suf-
fered some persecution; especially did such leaders as Asbury , 
Garrettson, and Philip Gatch.1 Therefore, the feeling arose t hat 
American Hethodism should be free of its ties with Engl and . In 
the words of Sweet: 
7he long years of war had wrought a transformation in 
the attitude of A~erican Methodists toward both the 
Anglican Church and their venerable f ounder, John 
Wesley, and the close of the struggle found them thor-
oughly imbued with the new American ideals. 2 
Thus <vhen the first General Conference met in Baltimore on 
December 2L1- , 17g4 it was decided "that Methodism in the United 
States should be an independent church, the Methodist Episcopal 
Church11 .3 The new church enjoyed rapid growth and in 1790 claim-
ed 57 ,631 members and 227 preachers.4 
1. Sweet, HAH, 87-g. 
2. I bid. ,101. 
3. Gifford, SF, 4gg. 
4. Stevens, H}lliC, II, 505. 
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2. Racial Policies l'<lithin Early l'Iethodism. 
There is little evidence of any "race problemtr within the 
original Methodist societies in America. These little groups, 
from the first, nwnbered Negroes and whites within their member-
ship. Schofield points up this fact as follovJs: 
In 1770 the site of old John Street Church was purchas-
ed and a building 1-.ras erected. The first subscription 
paper carried two hundred fifty names. It is interest-
ing to note that among the signers were the Hayer of 
the city of New York, and also some African slaves. i:le 
l•:lethodists have1 from the very beginning, been a cosmo-politan people. 
During the period 1790 to 1810 at least one-fifth of the member-
ship in the Hethodist societies consisted of Negroes; they and 
the whites worshiped in the same services. 2 
Not only were there Negro members but also Negro preachers . 
Two of the outstanding of these 1r1ere Henry Hosier, knovm as Bl ack 
Harry, and Richard Allen. The fact that these men were Negroes 
did not seem to impair their effectiveness. L. J. Coppin has de-
scribed their status in the following v..rords: 
Bl ack Harry, or Henry Hosier, who accompanied Asbury and 
Coke in their itineraries, and preached alternately with 
them, was not only not objectionable on account of his 
color, but, if the Methodist historian is correct, his 
popularity as a preacher added much to the success of 
the meetb1gs. He was even called by some the greatest 
Methodist preacher in America. Richard Allen, another 
colored minister of those days, was offered a chance to 
travel regularly with Bishop Asbury, and declined only 
upon the ground that no salary 1r1as attached to the offer) 
1. Schofield, op. cit., 22. 
2. Garber, MOP, 37-8. 
3. Coppin, Art.(l939) 264. 
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3. Friction and Early Divisions. 
Although the original Methodist groups in America were inter-
racial and apparently the relations between Negroes and whites 
were harmonious, the frictions and antagonisms of the surrounding 
culture soon began to be felt within the young church. As early 
as the 1780s friction had developed in St. George's Church in 
Philadelphia, caused, among other things, by alleged discrimina-
tion in the assignment of pews.1 In 1787 a group of the Negro 
members withdrew from St. George's Church and began meeting sepa-
rately. In 1816 this group, and some others, organized in Phila-
delphia the African Methodist Episcopal Church, which later be-
came one of the largest Negro Methodist Churches in America. 
vlhile it seems to have enjoyed only moderate progress before the 
Civil War, by 1876 it had 391,044 members and in 1939 had approx-
imately 650,000 members.2 
In the historic John Street Church in New York friction ap-
peared over alleged discrimination in the service of Holy Com-
munion. Some of the Negro members believed that they were being 
served only after white people had received the elements so, in 
1796, a group withdrew and formed a church known as Zion. This 
church remained under the administration of the Methodist Episco-
pal Church in New York until 1821. At that time connections with 
the annual conference were severed and the African Methodist 
1. Garber, op. cit., 38ff. 
2. Ibid., 38. 
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Episcopal Zion Church was organized. In 1939 this Church had a 
membership of approximately 6oo,ooo.1 
Actually the first group of Negro Jlfethodists to officia:lly 
form a Negro lvlethodist Church was a group from the N:ethodist Epis-
copal Church in Wilmington, Delaware. There, under the leader-
ship of Peter Spencer, a church was organized which was called 
the African Union Church. It becrune the Union American Methodist 
Episcopal Church. In 1939 this church claimed a membership of 
approximately 20,000.2 
In addition to these, many other smaller Negro groups at 
various times and for various reasons formed other Negro Hetho-
dist Churches. In 1939 the following were still in existence: 
The African Union Hethodist Protestant, the Colored Congregation-
al 1vfethodist, the Colored Hethodist Protestant, the Evangelical 
:Hissionary, the Independent African Hethodist Episcopal, the Re-
formed Hethodist Union Episcopal, and the Reformed Zion Union 
Apostolic. These had, in 1939, a combined membership of approx-
~nately 50,000.3 
Not all of the early breaks lvithin the Methodist Episcopal 
Church came as a result of friction between the races. As early 
as 1792 a group of some 6,500 members, led by J&ues 0 1Kelly, broke 
away because they were not satisfied with the power of 11ethodist 
bishops. They felt that any preacher who was not satisfied with 
l. Garber, op. cit., 40 
2. Ibid., 38 
3. Ibid., 41 
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his appointment shm1ld have the right to appeal to the annual con-
ference. Nhen this right was denied, t hey withdrew from the par-
ent church. Their movement, hov1ever, was never a major force and 
eventually some of the dissenters returned to the parent body.1 
Quite early there arose the feeling that not only individual 
ministers but also laymen should have a larger voice in the admin-
istration of the Methodist Episcopal Church. As early as 1812 
there began a movement "to secure representation in the General 
Conference and in the annual conferences for the laymen and local 
preachers 11 • 2 At the General Conference of 1824, a petition was 
presented asking for such representation but the request was de-
nied. Four years later, at the General Conference of 1828, the 
procedure was repeated and the result was the same. So, several 
members of that General Conference withdrew. Then, on November 
12, 1828, they held a convention in Baltimore and organized the 
Associated Methodist Churches. ~~o years later, in 1830, they 
dre1~ up a constitution and a discipline and approved th,e name 
Hethodist Protestant Church} 
In the Methodist Protestant Church laymen had equal repres-
entation 1dth clergymen in all l egislative bodies. There were no 
bishops or presiding elders. Each general or annual conference 
elected a president for the session. In 1834 this church had a 
membership of 26,227; in 1939 it had a membership of approximate-
1. Moore, LRHU, 31. 
2. Garber, op. cit., 28 
3. Ibid., 30. 
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ly 200,000.1 Thus, in 1830 there came into being one of the three 
major branches of American Methodism which were to combine in 1939 
to form the Methodist Church. In the words of John M. Moore, the 
11Hethodist Protestant Church arose in protest against the continu-
ed exclusion of all laymen from the legislative, executive, and 
judicial bodies of the mother 1-lethodist Episcopal Church". 2 
4. Attitudes Toward Slavery and Resulting Separations. 
The early American Methodists were violently opposed to the 
institution of human slavery. The first discipline, adopted at 
the Christmas Conference of 1784, dealt with this problem in 
questions forty-two and forty-three. The answer to question 
forty-two provided that "Each slaveholding member 'was to free 
every slave between the ages of forty and forty-five immediately, 
while younger slaves were to be freed within a given period of 
time. A note was added, however, making exceptions where state 
laws made it impossible to comply". 3 Question forty-three asked 
"What shall be done with those who buy or sell slaves, or give 
them away?" The answer was: "They are immediately to be expelled, 
unless they buy them on purpose to free them. n'l+ 
While this was not the feeling of every early Methodist, it 
was a strong majority opinion. Men such as Coke and Asbury felt 
1. Garber, op. cit., 31. 
2. Moore, op. cit., 32. 
3. Sweet, }Uffi, lll. 
4. Buckley, HNUS, 245. 
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it their duty to try to influence colonial leaders to use legal 
means to free the slaves. These two men called upon Washington 
at Nount Vernon and urged him to sign a petition asking the Gener-
al Assemby of Virginia to free the slaves within the boundries of 
that colony. vlhile declaring sympathy with their cause, Vlashing-
ton refused to sign the petition.1 The historian, Abel Stevens, 
affirmed that until 1800 the Methodist Church was the "most ac-
tive anti-slavery society in the nation ••• 112 
Though early Nethodism was anti-slavery in sentiment and in 
official pronouncements, it was not long before changes began to 
set in. J. M. Buckley has written: 
From its foundation in the United States until the year 
1800 Methodism had testified against slavery as a moral 
evil. Many of its enactments were uncompromising and 
all were beyond the position taken by other churches 
and in advance of public sentiment; although very soon 
after the Methodist Episcopal Church was organized con-
cessions b~gan to be made in view of the necessities of 
the south. · 
Economic conditions in the south, especially the cotton econ-
omy, made the institution of slavery attractive to many people; 
the Methodist Episcopal Church could not maintain its uncompro-
mising advocacy of abolition and still maintain the loyalty of 
its southern members. Many church leaders felt that they could 
do little in the matter of emancipation where slavery was legally 
established, holding that 11The church had no authority to disturb 
or change the civil relations authorized and established by the 
1. Buckley, op. cit., 251. 
2. Stevens, HMECUS, 177. 
3. Buckley, op. cit.,385. 
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statesu.1 Asbury considered that, since too much agitation for 
abolition would irritate the slave owners to the extent that 
slaves would not be allowed to attend Methodist services, the 
stand upon slavery had better be relaxed. For, he reasoned, the 
salvation of the slave's soul was much more important than his 
2 freedom. 
Thus after 1800 there followed a period during which the 
official attitude toward slavery became more tolerant. The Gener-
al Conference of 1808 passed legislation allowing each annual con-
ference to form its own rules conc·erning slavery, and the annual 
conferences, as a rule, tended to place less and less emphasis 
upon emancipation.3 
Here again, however, the sentiment was not unanimous and did 
not long go unchallenged; feeling in the north would not be silenc-
ed. As early as 1834 the first Methodist Anti-Slavery Society was 
formed in New York. In 1835 anti-slavery societies were formed in 
the New England and New Hampshire Conferences and pleas for aboli-
tion were often heard from Methodist pulpits.4 
Beginning in the General Conference of 1832 and continuing 
until the division of 1844, slavery was a Uvely and divisive sub-
ject at all conferences. 5 In 1836 the General Conference met in 
Cincinnati. During the time that the Conference was in session, 
1. Garber, MOP, 42. 
2. Stevens, op. cit., 226. 
3. Garber, op. cit., 43. 
4. Sweet, MAH, 237. 
5. Ibid., 238. 
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an anti-slavery meeting was held in the city. Two members of the 
Conference attended the meeting and were censured by the Conference 
for their attendance. The Conference "disclaimed any right to 
interfere with the civil or political relations between master 
and slave 11 • 1 The Conference of 1840 met in Baltimore. There, 
in the words of Simpson, "the subject of slavery was again brought 
to the attention of the conference by the increasing number of 
applications containing the most urgent requests for an alter-
ation in the Discipline11 • 2 Then, in 1841, the Wesleyan l1ethodist 
Church was organized in Michigan by people who felt that no anti-
slavery voice could be really effective in the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Non-slaveholding was made a condition of membership in 
the new Wesleyan l·~ethodist Clrurch.3 
In 1844 one of the most fateful of all the General Conferences 
of 11ethodism met in New York City. Here the disagreement over 
slavery reached a peak and the major division of American Metho-
dism resulted. A member of the Baltimore Conference, Harding, was 
censured for owning slaves and then suspended from his office as a 
minister.4 · The controversy was brought to a head, however, by the 
case of Bishop Andrew of Georgia. The Bishop had inherited some 
slaves from the estate of his first wife. The laws of the state 
of Georgia would not permit him to free these slaves within the 
1. Simpson, Hni, 135. 
2. Ibid., 139. 
3. Sweet , V..AH, 241. 
4. Buckley, op. cit., 410. 
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boundaries of that state and the slaves refused to go to another 
state. Under these conditions Bishop Andrew felt that he had 
little choice but to retain the slaves. 
The members of the Conference >.Jho opposed slavery sincerely 
felt that no man should exercise the office of bishop so long as 
he owned slaves. Therefore, a resolution was introduced asking 
.Andrew to either free himself of this "impediment" or resign his 
office. The debate upon this issue was lengthy and heated; it 
lasted for weeks, but finally, by a vote of 111 to 69, the reso-
lution passed 11declaring it the sense of the Conference that 
Bishop Andrew 'desist from the exercise of his office so long as 
this impediment remains 111 • 1 
B.y this time it was evident that the breach could not then 
be healed. So, on June 3, 1844, a series of resolutions was pre-
sented asking .that tv:o general conferences be formed, the line of 
division between them to be the dividing line betr1een the slave 
and free states.2 A co~nittee of nine was appointed to consider 
these resolutions, and four days later, on June 7, 1844, the cam-
mittee report, known as the Plan of Separation, was presented. 
In general it provided for a friendly separation. Each minister 
\'las to be allowed to choose whether he would belong to an annual 
conference of the south or of the north; there was to be no pro-
selyting by either of the two groups; there i'fa.S to be an equitable 
1. Simpson, op. cit., 149. 
2. Sweet, MAH, 248. 
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division of 11all Book Concern property and other general funds" •1 
vihen the time came for a vote, the plan was adopted by a vote of 
136 to 15. 
It was necessary that this action of the General Conference 
in ratifying the Plan of Separation be approved by the annual con-
ferences. A majority of the annual conferences in the north re-
fused to do this but such was not the case with the southern con-
2 ferences. They elected delegates to a convention which was to 
formally organize the southern church. This convention met in 
Louisville, Kentucky, on 'May 1, 1845. On July 17, 1845, by a 
vote of 95 to 2, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, became a 
formal organization.3 This Convention went on record as desiring 
to "maintain Christian Union and fraternal relations with their 
northern brethren" and expressed willingness "to consider any pro-
position or plan having for its object the union of the two great 
bodies in the North and South". 4 But the great division had been 
accomplished. The fact that the Northern Church, the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, at its next General Conference, which met in 
1848, repudiated the Plan of Separation made little or no differ-
ence in the actual situation.5 
After the separation of 1844, the question of Negroes within 
its membership posed a troublesome question for the Methodist 
1. Sweet, op. cit., 249 ff. 
2. Simpson, op. cit., 154. 
3. Sweet, op. cit., 252. 
4. Ibid., 252 ff. 
5. Ibid., 258. 
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Episcopal Church, South. Though there were crucial differences 
regarding the issue of slavery, Methodists had always been con-
cerned for what they considered the spiritual welfare of the 
souls of the slaves. 
From Asbury to Capers, and even during the days of the 
War and estrangement, the Methodist preacher in the south 
did not limit to the white population his call to preach 
the Gospel. In the Methodist itinerant's plan regular 
appointments were made to the Negroes in the cities, 
towns, and villages. He who preached to the white people 
in the morning delivered the message to the colored peo-
ple in the ·afternoon. When the sermon was to the white 
people the colored people occupied seats in the gallery. 
Special class meetings and revival services were held 
for the slaves, on which occasions the w~te people who 
might attend occupied the gallery seats. 
Since the slave territory was within the bOundries of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, this Church took very serio~s­
ly its responsibility for the spiritual welfare of the Negro 
slaves. 11In 1860 Southern Methodism had over 200,000 colored 
manbers and 180,000 colored children in Sunday Schools. 112 Before 
the Civil War the whites and Negroes attended meetings together, 
with the Negroes occupying gallery seats. After the war, tr~s 
arrangement did not please either group.J Therefore the leaders 
of the Church, South, thought it wise to organize its Negro mem-
bers into a separate church. At the General Conference of 18'70 
the Bishops of the Church, South were directed to organize a new 
church for the Negro members and to consecrate the first bishops 
1. Hurst, Hl1, VI, 1278. 
2. Thirkield, Art.(l916), 249. 
3. Hyde, s~~~, 539. 
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which the new church would elect.1 This was done and in the same 
year the Colored Methodist Episcopal Church came into being. It 
is still today a separate Church and in 1939 had 4,248 churches 
2 
and 374,440 members. 
5. Efforts Toward Reunification. 
After t he great division of 1844 there were many branches of 
the Methodist family, all of them having sprung from the original 
Methodist Episcopal Church~ It may safely be said, however, that 
in terms of size and influence five of these were major branches 
and the others were minor. Three of the major branches were made 
up of a predominantly white membership. These "ivere the Methodist 
Episcopal, the Methodist Episcopal, South, and the Methodist Pro-
testant, although the Methodist Episcopal had a substantial num-
ber of colored members. Two of the major branches, the African 
Methodist Episcopal and the African Methodist Episcopal Zion were 
made up entirely of colored membership. vvith the founding of the 
Colored Methodist Episcopal Church after 1870, a third major all-
Negro branch of Methodism came into being. 
Especially ~fter the division of 1844 there were leaders who 
felt that such divisions were wrong and who wished and worked for 
a united Methodism. Though there have been efforts to bring about 
a union of all the major bodies of Methodism, the consistent and 
effective concentration has been upon efforts to reunite the three 
1. Hyde, op. cit., 540. 
2. Editorial, Anon., Zions Herald, 1939. 
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branches having predominantly white membership. The first serious 
efforts were toward a reunion of the !-1ethodist Episcopal Church 
and the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, or a healing of the div-
ision of 1844. Steps in this direction were taken within a matter 
of months after the close of the Civil War. The bishops of the 
northern church made an approach to the bishops of the southern 
church suggesting the possibility of reunion, but the southern 
bishops declared that slaver~ had not been the only issue in the 
separation and that the passing of slavery did not settle all dif-
ferences.1 
The second, and a more formal, step came in 1869. At that 
time the Board of Bishops of the northern church appointed two 
of their number, Bishops Jlforris and Janes, to carry fraternal 
greetings to the southern church at a meeting the latter group 
was to hold in May of that year. These two men were received in 
a friendly spirit and from that time there was continued agi ta-
tion for a reunion of the two churches.2 At this first meeting, 
however, and in the discussion which followed, the southernbishops 
suggested 11 fraternity11 rather than organi:c union as an immediate 
goal} 
In 1870 the Reverend W. L. Harris and Bishop Janes, represent-
ing the l..fethodist Episcopal Church, appeared before the General 
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and conveyed 
1. Garber, MOP, 73. 
2. Spencer, TI-IBO, 12 ff. 
3. Garber, op. cit., 73. 
the fraternal greetings of the northern church to the latter group. 
Then, in 1872, the Methodist Episcopal Church at its General Con-
ference appointed another delegation to convey its fraternal 
greetings to the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, at the conference of the latter group, lvhich was 
to meet in 1874. Here again the delegation was cordially receiv-
ed but the southern church still desired fraternity and not union.1 
The General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
meeting in 1876, received fraternal delegates from the southern 
church and a caanission was appointed from the two churches to 
adjust differences relative to property settlements and other 
matters. This commission met at Cape Hay, New Jersey, from August 
17 to 23, 1876. Out of this meeting there came the declaration 
that both churches were members of one Methodist fami~.2 
Another major event in the search for unity c~ne in 1884. 
That year marked the lOOth anniversary of American Methodism, as 
it was just 100 years since the Christmas Conference of 1784 had 
declared Methodism in the United States an independent church. 
From December 9 to 17, 1884 the Centennial Methodist Conference 
was held in Baltimore. The bishops from both the Methodist Episco-
pal and the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, were present an4 
took part in the celebration. At this conference the relation-
ships between the members of both churches were exceptiona~ 
1. Garber, op. cit., 77. 
·2. Ibid., 78-79. 
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good.1 
After 1890 both the northern and southern churches began 
working toward some federation of connectional agencies to avoid 
duplication. A carrnission to study this possibility was appoint-
ed by the southern church in 1894 and by the northern church in 
1896. In 1898 tl1is group, called the Commission on Federation, 
met and adopted resolutions providing for the joint administra-
tion of much foreign work, making it easier for the ministersof 
each church to transfer to the other church, and unifying other 
duplicate functions. 2 
In 1905 both churches adopted a common hymnal and a co~non 
form of \'lOrship) By 1910 both churches had appointed a Federal 
Council of Methodism consisting of nine mer.1bers from each church. 
The purpose and authority of this Council was stated as follmvs: 
Said Federal Counci-l shall be entrusted with advisory 
powers in regard to world-wide rrdssions, Christian 
education, and the evangelization of the unchurched 
masses; and also shall have full pov1er to hear and 
finally determine without appeal from its decisions, 
all cases of conflict or misunderstanding between the 
two branches of Methodism.4 
This Federal Council was not very successful in its efforts 
and its ineptness led to further investigation of organic union. 
Back in 1908 the Methodist Protestant Church, the third of the 
three major white branches of Methodism, had appointed a cor~s-
sion to "promote and complete as far as may be possible the re-
1. Garber, op. cit., 81. 
2. Ibid., 84. 
3 • I bid • , 84. 
4. Ibid., 86. 
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union of Methodists in America11 • 1 Then, in 1910, a Joint Commit-
tee on Federation, representing all three churches, appointed a 
special committee to devise a plan for the unification of these 
three branches of Methodism.2 
In all efforts toward unification, the question of Negroes 
within the membership of the proposed united churches was a thorny 
one. There were no Negroes within the membership of the southern 
church, but both the Methodist Episcopal and the Methodist Protest-
ant Churches, and especially the former, had a substantial Negro 
membership. 
As the racial issue had played a part in dividing Metho-
dism in the nineteenth century, so in the twentieth cen-
tury it remained an obstacle to union. In all attempts 
at unification after 1910 the question was immediately 
raised as to the prospective status of the Negro member-
ship. There were more than 300,000 Negroes in the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, and therefore Methodist unifica-
tion involved the opinions of southern people on the 
racial question •••• Fear was expressed that unification 
would require the adopting qy southern people of a dif-
ferent attitude toward social contacts with the Negro.3 
It is important to note in this respect that as far back as 
1872 even the northern church had provided separate churches and 
separate annual conferences for its Negro membership. The real 
question was not one of mixed Negro-white congregations; there 
was little demand for that.4 The real question was that of the 
organizational status and official prerogatives of the Negro 
1 •• Garber, op. cit., 89. 
2. Ibid., 91. 
3. Ibid., 109. 
4. Ibid., 115. 
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Churches and annual conferences within the proposed united church. 
In its General Conference of 1914 the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, appointed a Commission on Unification; the Methodist 
Episcopal Church did the same at its General Conference of 1916. 
These two Commissions first met as a body on December 29, 1916 
at the First Methodist Church, Baltimore.1 The representatives 
of the southern church proposed that a separate church be formed 
for the Negro Conferences and that this all-Negro church be given 
only fraternal relations 'I'Iith the unified lifethodist Church. v.Jhile 
the representatives of the northern church were not unanimous, 
they generally obje~ted to the idea of a separate church for the 
Negro membership. 2 
The process of negotiation was continued with patience so 
that Qy 1925 it was eVident that Lmification would some day be 
accomplished. A writer in the New International Encyclopedia, 
t he second edition of which was published that year, noted this 
fact by t he following comment: 
Negotiations are now under vray between the l1ethodist 
Episcopal Church, the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, 
a.nd the Methodist Protestant Church looking to1-ard or-
ganic union which ~ill probably be called the Hethodist 
Church in America. 
Finally, by 1934, not only t he Hethodist Episcopal and the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, but also the Methodist Protest-
ant Church had set up canmissions and directed them to submit a 
1. Garber, op. cit., 112. 
2. Ibid., 115. 
3. Faulkner, Art.(l925). 
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plan of union. 11 By August 1935 a plan of union had been drafted 
'\tlhich was adopted by a unanimous vote of the Commissions. 111 This 
plan called for a united church, to be krwwn as the Hethodist 
Church. It provided that the annual conferences would be divided 
into six administrative groups to be called jurisdictions. Five 
of these were ·to be geographical units or divisions; the sixth , 
or Central Jurisdiction, was to be made up of "The Negro Annual 
Conferences, the Negro Mission Conferences and Hissions in the 
United States of America11 • 2 This Plan of Union was ratified by 
the Methodist Protestant Church and the Methodist Episcopal Church 
at their General Conferences of 1936 and by the l.fethodist Episco-
pal Church, .South, at its General Conference of 1938.3 
It was realized all along that this solution was not perfect. 
Particularly in the North, Hethodists were from the first uncer-
tain about such an arrangement. I n 1937 the Christian Centu~r 
noted editorially: 
Over and over, in Conferences where members seemed on 
the point of voting the plan down, the promise that the 
policy of racial segregation might be done away with at 
the new Church's first General Conference, or any suc-
ceeding conference, has swung the vote toward union. 
The truth has been that hundreds of ministers in the 
north have >'lanted to vote for union if they could satis-
fy their consciences on the color issue, and this is 4 the way in which their consciences have been satisfied. 
It was sincerely felt that the segregation of Negro Conferences 
1. Garber, op. cit., 123. 
2. Estes, and others (eds.), JUC, II, 433. 
·3. Garber, op. cit., 129 ff. 
4. Anon., Editorial (1937). 
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into one administrative unit, the Central Jurisdiction, was the 
only v-1ay in which these three great branches of Hethod.ism could 
be united. Admittedly a compromise, and for many, perhaps the 
great majority, a temporary expediency, the Central Jurisdiction 
was part of the price of union. 
6. The Uniting Conference of 1939 and the Resulting Central 
Jurisdiction. 
The Plan of Union provided for a Uniting Conference to be 
held within hrelve months of the time of ratification. The date 
selected was kpril 26, 1939, the place Kansas City, Missouri.1 
Delegates from the three churches met and formally adopted the 
Constitution of the Methodist Church. This constitution provided, 
in part, as follows: "There shall be Jurisdictional Conferences 
for the Church in the United States of America, with such powers, 
duties, and privileges as are herein set forth ••• 112 It also pro-
vided that 11all Jurisdictional Conferences shall have the same 
status and the same privileges of action within the limits fixed 
by the Consti tution11 .3 As regards the future status of the Juris-
dictional Conferences, it provided, in Article IV of Section I , 
that the General Conference shall have authority "to change the 
number and the boundaries of Jurisdictional Conferences upon the 
consent of a majority of the Annual Conferences in each Jurisdic-
tion invo1 ved 11 • 4 
1. Garber, op. cit., 131. 
2. Estes, op. cit., 22. 
3. Ibid., 25. 
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There was not, even at this Uniting Conference, unanL~ty of 
sentiment regarding the Central Jurisdiction. In an editorial 
written from Kansas City during the time of the Conference, Paul 
Hutchinson, of the Christian Century, said: 
The final heartening discovery at Kansas City has been 
the evidence that the racial issue is not to be ignored 
in the new church. The overwhelming white majority is 
evidently not going to be content to shove the Negloes 
off in their Central Jurisdiction and forget them. 
The continued discussion of this question since unification has 
proved that the words of Hutchinson were prophetic. 
The three great all-Negro Methodist denominations did not 
join the unification and are still separate churches. The Cen-
tral Jurisdiction has roughly 325,000 members while the African 
Hethodist Episcopal Church, the African .r-rethodist Episcopal Zion 
Church, and the Colored Methodist Church c~nbined have more than 
1,000,000 members. 2 It is often pointed out that a different 
solution of the problem of the Central Jurisdiction would put the 
Methodist Church i n a better ethical position when it approaches 
these other groups) Since the beginning of vlorld ~far II, Negroes 
have made outstanding progress toward equality of opportunity in 
secular fields. It is a continued source of embarrassment to many 
Methodists that their Church, by its retention of a racially seg-
regated Central Jurisdiction, is appearing to lag behind on this 
crucial issue when they feel it should lead the way. In 1944 
1. Hutchinson, Editorial (1937) 63. 
2. Moore, LRl·ill, 232. 
3. Anon., Editorial (1939) 
Dr. Lewis 0. Hartman wrote: 
Since the outbreak of the war this alleged discrimina-
tion against the Negro within the Methodist Church has 
produced an increasingly embarrassing situation ••• Dfs-
cerning leaders on both sides are worried, troubled. 
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It is reasonable to say that leaders on both sides will re-
main troubled, and the ethical position of the Methodist Church 
will remain weak at this point, until a more reasonable solution, 
one more in harmony vdth the ethical demands of human brotherhood, 
is found. 
1. Hartman, Art. (1944). 
CHAPTER III 
THE SOCIOLOGY OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
The Negro Church as an Institution. 
(a) Background. In any consideration of the Hethodist Churches 
within the Central Jurisdiction, it is well to begin with a brief 
look at the Negro Church as a whole. From the very beginning of 
the movement toward separate Negro churches, Methodism has been 
strongly represented, since a great majority of the Negro Church 
members in .America are until tcxiay either Methodists or Baptists.1 
It lvould, therefore, be very surprising if the churches within the 
Central Jurisdiction did not reflect many of the characteristics 
seen in Negro churches generally. 
When the Negro slaves were brought from Africa to America, 
they were not usually adherents to the Christian faith. They 
were taken from one culture and ~ay of life and set down in an-
other which was radically different. In this new setting it was 
members of the evangelistic faith, prL~arily the Methodists and 
Baptists, v-1ho spoke the religious language l'Thich the Negro most 
nearly understood. Therefore it is natural that the first great 
advances of the Negro in his religious development in Am-erica came 
when the evangelical faiths turned their attention to him with real 
seriousness. Frazier has said that "the Negro found in the evan-
1. 1-fyrd.al, AD, 864. 
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gelical faith - Baptist and Methodist - a set of practices and be-
liefs and an opportunity for emotional expression that were rela-
ted to his everyday experiences in the new environment.n1 This 
was true primarily for three reasons. First, the evangelical 
preachers were usually uneducated men and their speech was more 
easily understandable to the black man. Second, these preachers 
presented a message which centered largely in a future life of 
happiness. This message offered the Negro a hope of escape ·from 
the tragedies of a slave existence. Third, these preachers en-
couraged emotional feeling as a criterion of religi:rus experience 
and encouraged their hearers to give expression to this feeling. 
Their services were acceptable outlets for the pent-up emotion 
which the slave could not express in other places.2 Therefore, 
the slaves became, in large numbers, adherents of either the Bap-
tist or Methodist faith. 
(b) Early Beginnings. So long as the Negro was in slavery he did 
not have a church of his Ol'm. but worshiped in the same church as 
his master. The beginning of the Negro church came only as some 
Negroes were free. Frazier states that "The Negro church as an 
institution had its birth among the free Negroes in the North who 
seceded from white Methodist Churches. 113 It is understandable 
that the white masters would not allow the slaves to organize and 
worship in separate churches, since this would be dangerous 
1. Frazier, NUS, 335. 
2. Ibid., 339. 
3. Ibid., 366 
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from the point of view of the master's control of the slave. Reli-
gion, itself, could be and was used as an instrument of control so 
long as the message encouraged docility on the part of the slave 
and pictured a future life of bliss for those who conformed to the 
expected pattern• . 
Aft er the end of the Civil ~··.Tar the separate Negro church en-
joyed a rapid growth. It was an institution in which the Negro 
exercised complete control; it served as an outlet or an instru-
ment whereby the Negro could express and exercise his new found 
freedom. Therefore it soon became an important and influential 
factor in the Negro's life. 
(c) Period of Change and Decline. As the Negroes began to mi-
grate to the northern cities, the status of the Negro church be-
gan to change. During and since World liar I, the northern migra-
tion has been very pronounced. At about this period the influence 
of the Negro church reached a very low ebb. There were probably 
many reasons for this decline in influence and stature, but one 
reason can be seen in the lack of training which the ministers 
suffered. In a book entitled The Education of Negro l{inisters, 
published under the auspices of the Institute of Social Research, 
the author, \i. A. Daniel, reported a survey covering all Negro 
schools i n the United States advertising theological courses dur-
ing the school year 1923-1924. There were fifty-two such schools 
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and they represented the African Nethodist Episcopal, African 
Methodist Episcopal Zion, Colored Methodist Episcopal, Methodist 
Episcopal, Baptist, Congregational, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Pro-
testant Episcopal, and Roman Catholic Churches. In addition, one 
of the fifty-two was undenominational. In all of these schools 
there was a total of only l,Oll students for the ministry. Re-
garding these students, the author wrote: 110f the 1,011 students 
for the ministry in 1923-24, there are only 219 high school grad-
uates, of whom thirty-eight are college graduates. 111 
In 1927 Edward B. Reuter v1rote concerning the Negro ministers: 
The great majority of the ministers are men of mediocre 
ability and of limited education. .~d there is little 
prospect of an early improvement. The number of speci-
ally trained men is entirely inadequate to supply the 
congregations ••• The ministry is in di~repute- looked 
upon as at best a necessary nuisance. 
The education of the ministry, the leadership of the church, and 
therefore the church as an institution, simply did not keep pace 
with the social changes of the times. 
(d) Sociological Characteristics. The Negro church as an insti-
tution has certain definite characteristics v>~hich affect its pre-
sent status and its future usefulness. It is still, by and large, 
a rural church. In 1936 Frazier f ound that there were 38,303 
Negro churches of all types. Of t hese, 23,744, or sixty-two per-
cent, >vere located in the rural south, v-rhile 9,486, or twenty-five 
l. Daniel, ENH, 103. 
2. Reuter, fti1P, 326. 
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percent, were located in the urban south.1 Thus the Negro church 
is not only a rural church but even more largely a southern church, 
since eighty-seven percent of all Negro churches in 1936 were in 
the south. 
The Negro church tends to be small in terms of number of mem-
bers. Frazier states that the emergence of small 11 cults11 and 
storefront churches has been one important result of the north1vard 
migration of the Negro population.2 Drake and Cayton, in their 
study of the Negro churches of Chicagp, published in 1945, report 
that "Seventy-five percent of Bronzeville 1 s churches are small 
'storefront' or house churches with an average membership of fe~~ 
er than twenty-five persons" .J 
The Negro church tends to have a difficult time financially. 
Myrdal states that "since ••• the membership of the churches is com-
posed of poor people, the economic basis of most churches is pre-
cariously l'leak. 11 4 This wealmess, he notes, is due not only to the 
economic status of the membership but also to the fact that mem-
bership of the average church is small in terms of numbers.5 In 
1944 Felton stated that: 
The average colored rural church raises only $413 a 
year. The average rural church building is valued at 
~1,990. The average annual gift per member is only 
$5.04, l'lhich is a ~ttle more than one-third that of 
the white churches. 
1. Frazier, 1~S, 348-9. 
2. Ibid., 355. 
3. Drake and Cayton, BM, 415. 
4. I'iyrdal, AD, 874. 
5. Ibid. , 867. 
6. Felton, Art.(l944), 23. 
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In terms of emphasis, the Negro church has been largely con-
servative. Hyrdal believes that it has done little to advance the 
Negro's position in American life. He found that in the South 
there was little tendency for the church to clash with the exist-
ing caste system and that, although the northern church has been 
mare free it has been only slightly more effective. He writes: 
"On the •mole even the northern Negro church has remained a con-
servative institu.tion with its interests directed upon other-
worldly matters and has largely· ignored the practical problems of 
the Negro's fate in this vwrld. 111 He believes t hat Negro churches 
have generally been about fifty years behind white churches in the 
development of intellectualism and a more fonnal service of wor-
ship.2 In terms of attendance, however, the Negro church shows 
about the same pattern as other .Ar[J.erican churches. That is, 
those vlho attend come more from the middle and lo-v1er than from the 
upper classes; there is a larger attendance by women and children 
than qy men; there is· a larger attendance by people of middle ase 
and older than by youth.3 
(e) Present Status and Possibilities. There is not now general 
agreement regarding either the present status or the future pos-
sibilities of the Negro church as an institution of American life. 
Hyrdal, in 1944, was essentially pessimistic. He noted that the 
Negro ministry was declining in influence because, as a class, it 
1. Nyrdal, op. cit., 863 
2. Ibid., 864. 
3. Ibid, 864. 
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was not keeping up vJith the education of Negroes in society and 
he saw little indication of early improvement.1 He realized, ho-vr-
ever, that the church had 'tlithin it the possibilities to be very 
effective. He wrote: 
Potentially, the Negro church is undoubtedly a power in-
stitution. It has the Negro masses organized and, if 
the chur ch bodies decided to do so, they could line up 
the Negroes behind a progrmn. Actually, the Negro 
church is, on the >vhole, passive in · the field of inter-
caste po·Her relations ••• Vie>ved as an instrument of col-
lective action to improve the Negro's position in Ameri-
can society, the church has been relatively inefficient 
and uninfluential. In the South it has not taken a lead 
in attacking the caste system or even in bringing about 
minor refonns; in the North it has on~ occasionally 
been a strong force for social action. 
In a book en titled Nevl 'dorld A-Coming, published in 194.3, 
Ottley presented a more hope~~l viewpoint. He admitted that the 
Negro church has been under fire because of its passivity in the 
face of the social and economic problems which tennent the Negro. 
He points up the fact, h01·1ever, t hat Negro churches are now assum-
ing more active roles in te rms of social action. He feels that 
the church 11 fosters a race-consciousness v1hich helps to solidify 
the race") Furthermore, he asserts that Negro religious leaders 
are in the forefront of many campaigns for the improvement of the 
N"egro' s position. Negro pasto rs were among the first leaders in 
the Jobs-for-Negroes movement. 4 Negro pulpits are now open to 
Socialist speakers and representatives of other groups trying to 
1. I bid • , 877. 
2. Ibid., 87.3 • 
.3. Ottley, WnC, 222. 
4. Ibid., 22.3. 
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improve the position of trn Negro in American society. Ottley be-
lieves th:l.t the entire outlook of the Negro church toward cor.ar.mni-
ty and social problems is changing, He writes: 
Today, the Negro church is attempting to recapture its 
former place in the secular life of trn black man. New 
types of leaders are taking over - men who are trained, 
socially conscious, and forwa:rd-lo£king, 1·1ith their 
fingers on the pulse of the Negro. 
Frazier, in 1949, reported that, especially in the Baptist and 
Nethodist churches, the ministers have had to tecome better educa-
ted and otherworldliness had had to give way somewla t to efforts 
to deal with everyday problems of the Negro.2 In 1946, at the one-
hundred-fiftieth anniversary of the fourrling of the African 1-fethodist 
Episcopal Zion Church, Bishop Buford C. Gordon spoke these words: 
Our task today is not to build race-consciousness, but 
to wor'«: for an inter-racial consciousness that will 
break down the walls that separate us. 1-;re, the under-
privileged in a land of privilege, mus t 3 take the lead in pressing for freedom for all people. · 
Though the writer of this study would not attempt to predict 
the irrnnediate future of the Negro church, he believes that Ottley 
is correct when he writes: 
Though the Negro church appeared to be slipping some 
years ago, it will never compl etely lose its place in 
the Negro's life so long as the race is discriminated 
against. For, within its portals, Negroes find enter-
tairunent, culture, and self-expression as well as po-
litical guidance and spiritual nourishment. The fact 
that the ministers have again stepped to the f4ont 
has reinforced the church's hold on the Negro. 
1. Ottley, NVlC, 223. 
2. Frazier, op. cit., 360. 
3. Carpenter, Art.(l946), 1125. 
4. Ottley, op. cit., 22L,. 
2. The Size of the Churches Within the Central Jurisdiction. 
Tables 1 and 2 set forth in some detail the size of the 
charges ;dthin t he Central Jurisdiction in so far as active mem-
bership is concerned. Tabl e 1 presents the picture as it was in 
1940, the first full year after the Uniting Conference; Table 2 
presents the picture as it was in 1952, the last year for which 
the published statistics were available . at the time this study was 
made. It should be noted that these tables are in te:rms of member-
ship for a 11 charge11 and not a church. A charge may consist of one 
church or a number of churches served qy one pastor, ar one pastor 
and one or more •':assistants. In any case a charge is a unit having 
a claim for the services of at least one minister. Tables 1 and 2, 
as well as the other tables in this chapter, are based upon statis-
tics published in General Hinutes of the Annual Conferences~ 
Tables 1 and 2 shmv the number of charges vlithin the Central 
Jurisdiction having an active membership of 50 or less, those hav-
ing an active membership of 51 to 100, 101 to 250, 251 to 500, 
and those having more tnan 500 active members. These classifica-
tions do not represent equal units but rather present types of 
I 
charges 1-J'hich ministers of the Central Jurisdiction are assigned 
to serve. For the purposes of this study, the v1riter feels that 
they represent significant dividing points. 
1. General JVIinutes of the Annual Conferences of the Hethodist 
Church. Chicago, t he Statistical Office of t he Hethodist 
Church, 1940-1952. 
I 
Table 1 
I~lEMBERSHIP OF CHARGES \t11ITHIN THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
(Active Hembers Only) 
1940 
No.of ____ N~er of Members 
Annual Charges 51- 101- 251-
Conference Reporting 1-50 100 250 500 
Atlanta 66 9 18 22 14 
Central Alabama 82 12 10 47 13 
Florida 59 35 13 8 3 
Savannah * 44 12 10 22 -
South Carolina . 176 25 21 63 55 
South Florida 34 20 9 2 1 
DelavJare 168 20 50 82 8 
East Tennessee 55 18 18 15 4 
North Carolina * 81 14 19 37 10 
\vashington 170 32 48 68 12 
Louisiana 114 16 44 46 6 
Hississippi 104 12 20 52 19 
Texas 104 ·17 27 46 10 
Upper Hississippi 84 6 . 13 43 20 
West T.eY..a.s {<- 103 27 24 41 7 
Central West 92 35 22 28 5 
Lexington 124 35 45 21 15 
Southwest ?:- 73 25 29 18 1 
Tennessee {:- 62 27 25 5 3 
TOTAL 1,795 397 465 666 206 
1--- --
PERCENT OF I ! TOTAL NUHBER 
OF CHARGES 100 % I 22 % i 26% 37% 12 % I 
--
-
I I 
-- -- ------- - - --
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----Over 
500 
~ 
_./ 
-
-
-
12 
2 
8 
-
1 
10 
2 
1 
4 
2 
4 
2 
8 
-
2 
61 
3 % 
-- -- -
-r. - These -figures taken from 1941 Reports of the Annual Confer -
ences, since this was the earliest set of published figures 
after Unification. 
1----------- - --- - -- ---
--------·- ·- -· ------·- ~-- ------ --
Note: This table is a surrnnary of statistics published in 
Ninutes of the Annual Conferences of the Nethodist 
Church, Nel'l' York, The Hethodist Book Concern, 1941. 
Table 2 
1'1EHBERSHIP OF CHJIRGES \•li THIN THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
(Active Hembers Only) 
1952 
No.of Number of Members 
. Annual Charges 51- 101- 251-
Conference Reporting 1-50 100 250 500 
Atlanta · 62 12 17 22 8 
Central Alabama 92 16 23 34 I 17 Florida 50 24 17 6 I 2 I 
Savannah 38 4 4 21 9 
South Carolina 173 29 21 62 54 
South Florida 37 26 3 6 2 
Delaware 169 19 49 82 5 
East Tennessee 56 22 20 9 5 
North Carolina * 83 17 27 29 9 I V.lashington 166 30 45 57 22 I 
Louisiana 110 31 40 30 6 I Ydssis sippi 101 7 11 53 28 
Texas 104 17 45 32 6 I Upper Mississippi 78 7 17 34 16 
· \'lest Texas 106 39 27 31 4 I 
Central West 83 49 15 12 5 
Lexington 153 85 22 22 13 
Southwest i:-;.~ 84 62 14 7 1 
Tennessee 57 24 22 8 2 
TOTAL 1,802 520 439 557 214 
PERCENT OF I I TOTAL NUlviBER 
I OF CHARGES 100 % 29 %1 24 % 31 % 12 % I 
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Over 
500 
3 
2 
1 
-
7 
-
14 
-
1 
12 
3 
2 
4 
4 
5 
2 
11 
-
1 
72 
4 % 
·-
* 
- These figures taken from 1949 Hinutes of the Anri~al Confer-
ences. 
~~~ - These figures taken from 1948 Minutes of the Annual Confer-
~~· 
Note: This table is a surr®ery of statistics published in General 
Hinutes of the Annual Conferences of the l.fethodist Chur ch, 
Chicago, Statistical Office of '!'he Hethodist Church, 1948, 
1949, 1952. 
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These tables point up the fact that the churches of the 
Central Jurisdiction are small in so far as ac~ive membership is 
concerned. In 1952, of the 1802 charges reporting, 520, or 
twenty-nine percent, reported fifty members or less; fifty-three 
percent, or more than half the charges reported an active member-
ship of 100 or less; eighty-four percent, or better than four out 
of five, reported an active membership of 250 or less; only 286 
charges, or sixteen percent, reported an active membership of more 
than 250. When it is remembered that these figures are for charges 
and some charges represent more than one church, the figures be-
come even more significant. 
These facts have a definite bearing upon ministerial leader-
ship. To the extent that one minister is assigned to each charge, 
the above facts indicate that 520 of the ministers within the 
Central Jurisdiction were, in 1952, assigned to serve charges of 
fifty members or less. Since an additional 439 charges reported 
an active membership of between fifty-one and one hundred, this 
means that 959 of the ministers within the Jurisdiction would be 
assigned to serve churches of one hundred members or less. Since, 
in 1952, there were in the annual conferences of the Jurisdiction 
1241 effective ministers and 579 accepted supply pastors, or a 
total of 1820, more than half of all the ministers within the 
Jurisdiction served during that year on charges having one hundred 
members or less. 
-t' . 
The number and percentage of charges in each grouping vary 
considerably in the various armual conferences. Certain confer-
ences shmv a very high percentage in the group having one to fifty 
members. In 1952 there >'lere thirty-seven charges reporting in the 
South Florida Conference. Of these, twenty-six, or seventy per-
cent had an active membership of fifty or less; in 1948 there were 
eighty-four charges reporting in the Southwest Conference and of 
these, sixty-two, or seventy-four percent, vfere in the fifty-or-
less classification. On the other hand the ~lississippi Conf erence 
in 1952 had 101 charges reporting and of these only seven were in 
the fifty-or-less classification and twenty-eight charges, or 
twenty-eight percent, were in the 251 to 500 classification. 
A comparison of tables 1 and 2 indicates that the char ges of 
the Central Jurisdiction have, as a v.lhole, tended to get smaller 
since the unification of 1939. Ta ble 1 shows that of the 1795 
charges reporting in 1940, there were 397 with fifty members or 
less and 465 with fifty-one to one hundred members. Table 2 shows 
that in 1952, of the 1802 charges reporting, there were 520 in the 
fifty-or-less classification and 439 in the fifty-one to one hun-
dred classification. Table 1 shows 666 charges in 1940 having an 
active men bership of 101 to 250; table 2 shows 557 charges in tl'E 
same category in 1952. The decrease in this latter classification 
seems to have resulted in an increase in the smaller groups. It 
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is possible that some difference in reporting methods 1night have 
some bearing upon this trend, but in the absence of such informa-
tion, the figures show that b,y and large the charges of the Juris-
diction are small and the trend is for them to get smaller. This 
is difficult to understand in view of the fact that active member-
ship within the Jurisdiction has gro~m from 257,274 in 1940 to 
273,358 in 1952. The only explanation from the facts and figures 
at band >-IOuld seem to be that in general the charges having 251 
members or more have experienced a growth while those havi~g less 
than that number have declined. This is, in a measure, supported 
by the fact that in 1940 there were 206 charges in the 251 to 500 
classification and siA~y-one in the group having a membership of 
over 500 while in 1952 the comparable numbers are 214 and seventy-
3. The Geographical Location of Charges Within the Central 
Jurisdiction. 
Tables 3 and 4 present a picture of the location of the 
charges of the Central Jurisdiction as to the states in v.rhich they 
are located. In certa in cases, it was necessary to assume that a 
em rge is in a certain state on the basis of the annual conference 
and district in which it i s located, since these charges are list-
ed by na~e and names of charges do not correspond to either cities 
or towns. vJhile there may be a slight margin of error in this 
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method, it v.ould not be large enough to distort the overall pic-
ture presented. 
It is readily apparent that in terms of location of its 
charges the Central Jurisdiction is a southern jurisdiction and 
largely a southeastern jurisdiction. Of the 1802 charges report-
ing in the 1952 Minutes of the Annual Conferences, 945, or more 
than one-half are vrl.thin the geographical boundaries of states 
comprising the Southeastern Jurisdiction and District of ColQmbia, 
479 are in states comprising the South Central Jurisdiction, 105 
are in states comprising the North Central Jurisdiction, 270 are 
in the states comprising the Northeastern Jurisdiction, and three 
are in one state, Colorado, in the ~vestern Jurisdiction. The 
1952 Hinutes of the Armual Conferences1 lists the active membership 
by areas as follows: Atlantic Coast Area (Atlanta, Central Ala-
bama, Florida, Savannah, South Carolina, and South Florida Confer-
ences) 72,452; Baltimore Area (Dela>"'are, East Tennessee, North 
Carolina, and I·Jashington Conferences) 82,178; New Orleans Area 
(Louisiana, Mississippi, Texas, Upper ~fississippi, West Texas Con-
ferences) 77 ,334; and St. Louis Area (Central West, Lexington, 
Southvlest, and Tennessee Conferences) 41,394. Therefore the 
Central Jurisdiction is l argely southern also in tenns of member-
ship. 
1. 1952 Hinutes, Page 580. 
I 
Table 4 
l\TUNBER OF CHARGES OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
IN THE VARIOUS STATES OF THE mUTED STATES. 
Number of Number of 
State Charges State Charges 
Alabama 92 Mississippi 179 
Arkansas 57 Hissouri 57 
Colorado 3 Nebraska 4 
Delavtare 29 New Jersey 25 
District of New York 14 
Columbia 15 North Carolina 83 
Florida 87 Ohio 54 
Georgia 100 Oklahoma 27 
Illinois 16 Pennsylvania 15 
Indiana 18 South Carolina 173 
Iowa 3 Tennessee ill 
Kansas 14 Texas 210 
Kentucky 54 Virginia 51 
Louisiana 110 vlest Virginia 26 
Maryland 161 1tiisconsin 2 
Hichigan 11 
J.linnesota 1 Total 1802 
. _l 
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In view of these facts, it may be logically expected that in 
terms of program emphasis and in terms of attitudes, the leadership 
of the Central Jurisdiction .. dll reflect the southern approach. It 
would be strange, indeed, if the majority of the ministers of the 
Central Jurisdiction were not southerners in terms of birth, back-
ground, and outlook. This is, of course, a deduction, as yet un-
proved, but logical. 
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4. Gains and Losses in Number of ~tinisters Since 1940. 
Tables 5, 6, and 7 present certain facts relating to the num-
ber of ministers in the Central Jurisdiction during the years 
1940 to 1952 inclusive. Table 5 pictures gTaphically the number 
of effective ministers (full members of annual conferences) dur-
ing those years; table 6 does the same for ac.cepted supply pastors, 
while table 7 is a comparison of the number admitted to conference 
membership and number dying each year. 
It is apparent from table 5 that there has been a gradual de-
cline in the number of ministers ~dthin the Central Jurisdiction 
who are effective members of the annual conferences. The decline 
was sharpest during the period 1943 to 194S; since 194S the trend 
has leveled off but there is still a downward tendency. In 19L.O, 
the first year after unification, there were 1,493 effective min-
isters. This number rose to 1,593 in 1943 and since that time has 
declined until in 1952 the number was 1,241. 
The trend pictured in table 6 is the exact opposite of that 
pictured in table 5. It shows that the number of accepted supply 
pastors in the Central Jurisdiction has risen steadily since 1940. 
Figures for the years 1941 to 1944 inclusive are not available in 
published reports. However, the figure was 404 in 1940, was 540 
in 1945, and by 1952 had risen to 579. An accepted supply pastor 
is a minister who, for one reason or another, cannot meet the 
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Table 5 
Effective ~unisters of the Central Jurisdiction 
1940 - 1952 
. i 
' 
-- -- ·-- -·-- -- ·-
' 
I ' 
. -----~----· ----- -------- ·---·----1 
I 
Year 
Note: Information for this table was taken from statistics 
published in General ~linutes of the PJmual Conferences 
of the Methodist Church, 1940-1952. Chicago, Statis-
tical Office of the Methodist Church. 
standards for admission to full membership in an annual confer-
ence. Hhile there are no published studies on the subject, it is 
likely that the main barrier to admission to membership in an an-
. 
0 
z 
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Table 6 
Accepted Supply Pastors of the Central Jurisdiction 
1940 - 1952 
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Note: Information for this t able was taken from statistics 
published in General Jllinutes of the Annual Conferences 
of the Hethodist Church, 1940-1952. Chicago, Statis-
tical Office of t he Hethodist Church. 
nual conference is the barrier of educational requirements. There-
for, without further evidence it appears that, as the educational 
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standards for admission to conference membership are raised, there 
is likely to be a decline in the number of conference members 
( 11 effective ministers11 in the terminology of the Conference Hin-
utes) and a corresponding increase in the number of accepted sup-
ply pastors. This deduction is supported by the fact that the to-
tal number of ministers, effective and accepted supply, changed 
but little over the tvJelve year period. In 1940 there t-rere 1897 
effective and accepted supply pastors; in 1952 there were only 
seventy-two less, the figure being 1820. 
Table 7 presents a graphic comparison of the number of min-
isters admitted to f ull connection in the annual conferences of 
the Central Jurisdiction and the number of those who have died 
during the twelve year period. There has been considerable fluc-
tuation in numbers admitted, from a low of hrenty-one per year in 
1948 and 1949 to a high of seventy in 1943. The number of deaths 
per year vary bett.veen a low of thirty-seven in 1949 to a high of 
sixty-three in 1944. Perhaps t he total figure for each category 
for the ten year period is more significant than the trend in 
either category. From 1940 to 1952, there were 391 men admitted 
into full membership in the annual conferences of the Central 
Jurisdiction 1'1hile 569 died. Thus, over the period, the member-
ship in the conferences was not being replaced as rapidly as it 
was being diminished by death. This is more significant in the 
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Table 7 
Ministers Admitted to Full Conference Membership in 
the Annual Conferences of the Central Jurisdiction 
and Those Nho Died during Period 1940 - 1952. 
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Note: Information for this table was taken from statistics pub-
lished in General ltlnutes of the Annual Conferences of the 
l"iethodist Church, 1940-1952. Chicago, Statistical Office 
·of the Methodist Church. 
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light of the study ,by Professor Leiffer which indicates that member-
ship in these annual conferences is cmnposed largely of older men. 
Professor Leiffer 1 s study, entitled The Hethodist Ministry 
in 1948: Its Composition and Training and the Recruitment Needs 
of the Church,1 shows that 61.7% of the effective ministers in 
the Central Jurisdiction vrere, in 1948, beh1een the ages of forty-
eight and seventy..:t;.m; 29.9% were beh1een the ages of fifty-eight 
and seventy-two; 6.1% were bet1veen sixty-eight and seventy-two. 
Only 39.3% were forty-eight years of age or youpger, 14.4% were 
thirty-eight or younger, and 1.5% were twenty-eight or younger. 2 
Leiffer interprets these statistics as follows: 
In the Central Jurisdiction ••• the age spread presents 
a serious problem ••• for one reason or another it (the 
Central Jurisdiction) has been unsuccessful in recruit-
ing young men for its work. Half of the men are past 
51.7 years, and the jurisdiction faces an exceptional-
ly high retirement rate. There is no sign of a build-
up in the younger age groups - a matter whi§h should 
be of general concern to the entire church. 
Professor Leiffer stated that the minimum replacement needs 
of the Central Jurisdiction during t he years 1948-1952 would be 
259 effective ministers.4 It is apparent from table 7 that this 
need was not met. The total number of men received into full mem-
bership in the annual conferences for the years 1949, 1950, 1951, 
and 1952 was 131, b:l.rely more than half the required number as de-
termined by Professor Leiffer 1 s study. 
1. .Leiffer, NMI948. 
2. Ibid., 21~ 
3. Ibid., 22. 
4. Ibid. , 52. 
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5. The Salary Scale of Iviinisters Within the Central Jurisdiction. 
Tables 8 and 9 present certain figures relative to the amount 
paid for ministerial support by the charges of the Central Juris-
diction as reported in the 1952 Minutes of the Annual Conferences. 
It should be noted that figures . for the Southwest and the Tennessee 
Conferences are not available while certain other conferences, 
notably Florida and South Florida, reported for only a minority of 
the charges therein. However, there \'!ere 1,409 charges reporting 
and this represents roughly two-thirds of all the charges w:Lthin 
the jurisdiction, certainly enough from which to draw an accurate 
picture. 
Table 8 indicates that during t he conference year ending in 
1952, eighteen percent of the ministers in the Central Jurisdiction 
received an annual salary of $500 or less; forty-one percent of 
t hese ministers received an annual salary of $1,000 or less; 
eighty-one percent received $2,000 or less, 'i·Thile only nineteen 
pe r cent of the charges r eporting paid more than $2,000 per year 
for ministerial support. 
These f i gures become more revealing when they ar e compared 
v-rl.th yearly incomes for cle.rgymen as a group and >vith yearly in-
comes of people in other professions. The we ekly Information Ser-
vice of the National Council of Chur ches, dated J anuary 9, 1954, 
gave certain figures regarding t he income of clergymen and other 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
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Table 8 
AHOUNTS PAID FOR MINISTERIAL SUPPORT BY 
CHARGES vJITHIN THE CENTRAL JUP..ISDICTION 
1952 
I 
Sala~ t ~!inister (or Ministers) No.of Yearl 
Annual Charges 0- ~501- ' 1001- $2001-1$3001- Over 
Conference Reporting! $500 $1000 $2000 $3000 $4000 $4000 
I I 
I 
Atlanta 59 ' 24 14 15 4 - 2 
Central Alabama 16 2 9 3 1 1 
-
Florida 47 26 11 8 1 1 
-
Savannah 37 7 14 15 1 - -
South Carolina 166 I 21 29 97 17 - 2 
South Florida 17 
I 
6 3 4 2 2 
-
Delaware 166 2 10 105 37 11 I 1 
East Tennessee 53 I 14 23 11 3 2 -
North Carolina i:· 64 
' 
3 16 33 11 1 -
~vashington 162 I 10 33 79 30 9 1 
Louisiana 84 24 22 18 13 3 4 
Hississippi 99 13 30 46 10 - -
Texas 102 2$ 24 32 11 4 3 
Upper 1-ti.ssissippi 71 18 29 21 2 1 
-
vlest Texas 51 6 12 15 11 5 2 
Central 1 rest 76 15 24 19 14 3 I 1 Lexington 139 40 20 39 19 17 I 4 Southwest(figures I I not available) 
Tennessee(figures 
I not available) 
TOTAL 1,409 259 323 560 187 60 20 
PERCENT OF 
TOTAL NlJlVIBER i I 
OF CHARGES 100% 18% 23% 40% 13% I 4% J 2% I : 
I * - These figures taken from 1949 Hinutes of the Annual Conferences. 
--
Note: This table is a summary of statistics published in ~~nutes of 
the Annual Con£erences of the Methodist Church. Chicao, Sta-
tistical Office of the Hethodist Church, 1952. 
' 
Table 9 
AVER!-1.GE SALARIES PAID 'ID HINISTERS t liTHIN THE CENTRAL 
JUHISDICTION DURING CONFERENCE YEAR ENDING IN 1952. 
Average Average 
Yearly Yearly 
Conference Salary Conference Salary 
Atlanta ~ . 1,019 vJashington $ 1,641 
Central Alabama * inc. Louisiana 1,373 
Florida 643 Hississippi 1,188 
Savannah 1,003 Texas 1,339 
South Carolina 1,389 Upper Hississippi 1,010 
South Florida ~- inc. West Texas * inc. 
Delaware 1,885 Central Uest 1,302 
East Tennessee 968 Lexington 1,509 
North Carolina l,h22 South-v;est 
* 
inc. 
Tennessee .;~ inc. 
f.- Incomplete reporting. Figures published in !>Iin-
utes of the Annual Conferences were not inclu-
sive enough to give representative picture. 
Note: Inforrnation for this table was obtained by taking 
the total paid for ministerial support during 1952 
by the various conferences and dividing these a-
mounts by the nmnber of charges reporting in each 
conference. All statistics are thos e publ±shed in 
Hinutes of t he Annual Conferences of the :r-:ethodist 
Chu rch. 
groups v1ithin the general population of the United States •1 
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These figures -v;ere takEn from United States Bureau of Census re-
ports. They reported that in 19h9, the median income of male 
l. "Information Service11 , published v1eekly by the Central Office 
of Research and Survey of the National Council of Churches, 
i:r;t the United States of America, 297 Fourth Avenue, Ne1v York. 
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clergymen was $2,412. Table 8 indicates that eighty-one percent 
of the ministers within the Central Jurisdiction were below tr~s 
figure even in 1952, and salaries have tended to go upward be-
tween 1949 and 1952. In 1949 ' the median income for accountants 
and auditors was $4,002; for architects it was $5,580; for teach-
ers,$3,456; for bakers, $2,917; for bookkeepers, $2,847; for bus 
drivers, $3,116; and for longshoremen, $2,501.1 Table 9 shows 
the average salary paid to ministers in the various annual con-
ferences within the Central Jurisdiction for the conference year 
ending in 1952. These average salaries vary between the extremes 
of $643 per year in the Florida Conference and $1,885 per year in 
the Delaware Conference, with the average in most conferences be-
tween $1.,000 and ~il.,400 per year. 
These figures are significant for the future recruitment of 
ministers to serve churches within the Central Jurisdiction. It 
is true that other factors than salary motivate men to enter the 
ministry. It is also t~e that men in the ministry must support 
their families, just as men in other professions. Salaries avail-
able for ministers within the Central Jurisdiction place severe 
limitations upon what these men are able to do for their families. 
This is certainly a f actor when capable young men t~J to deter-
mine what field of v10rk they vJill enter. 
1. "Information Service" of National Council of Churches, 
dated January 9, 1954. 
6. Contributions to Benevolences Since 1940. 
Year 
1940 
1941 
1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
Note: 
Table 10 
PAYMENTS OF BENEVOLENCES BY CHURCHES OF 
THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
],940 - 1952 
Paid for 
Active Paid for Total 
MembershiE \'Iorld Service Benevolences 
257,294 $ 70,41.0 $ 114,897 
284,014 106,046 179,682 
280,723 137,178 222,315 
282,688 176,622 231,050 
282,654 181,445 274,056 
259,629 200,305 383,750 
258,175 236,107 562,643 
264,965 269,319 536,568 
262,767 295,907 561,512 
264,807 294,197 581,710 
269,298 276,799 587,987 
266,917 331,818 623,696 
273,358 347,795 635,929 
Average per 
Year per 
Membe:.." 
$ 0.45 
0.63 
0.79 
0.82 
0.97 
1,48 
2.18 
2.03 
2.14 
2.19 
2.18 
2.34 
2.33 
This table is a summary of statistics published in 
~linutes of the Annual Conferences of The Methodist 
Church, Chicago: Statistical Office of the Metho-
dist Church. 
Table 10 presents an analysis of the contributions to World 
Service and to total benevolences by the churches of the Central 
Jurisdiction from 1940 to 19.52 inclusive. It can be seen that 
contributions to both vlorld Service and total benevolences rose 
steadily during this period; World Service funds increased al-
most five-fold while .total benevolences increased more than five-
fold. 
In order to have a basis of comparison, Table 11 presents 
the same infom.ation for the ·Southeastern Jurisdiction for the 
years 1940 and 1952. In terms of location of churches, most of 
the Central Jurisdiction lies within the Southeastern Jurisdic-
tion. \ihile the contributions per member per year are higher 
•dthin the Southeastern Jurisdiction, which is to be expected 
since per capita income for white people is much higher than 
that for Negroes, the rate of increase over the thirteen year 
period is greater within the Central Jurisdiction. Therefore, 
from this particular standpoint, the work of the Central Juris-
dicti on compares favorably with that of the Methodist Church as 
a whole. 
' 
PAYNENTS OF BENEVOLENCES BY CHURCHES OF 
THE SOUTHEASTERN JURISDICTION 
1940 and 1952 
Table 11 
Paid for Average per 
Active Paid for Total Year per 
Year Membership World Service Benevolences Member 
1940 2,010,715 $ 1,611,230 $ 2,284,350 $ 1.14 
---=--
--- ----
__...---..... 
----------
~ .-----. 
-------
~ 
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-
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~ 
1952 2,015,149 3,305,461 8,899,670 4.42 
Note: This table is a summary of statistics published in 
Minutes of the Annual Conferences of The Methodist 
Church, Chicago: Statistical Office of the Metho-
dist Church. 
CHAPTER IV 
FORY!AL EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF :tv1INISTERS 
.~'liTHIN THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
Bishops 
There are at present seven bishops within the Central Juris-
diction of the Hethodist Church; four are active and three are re-
tired. Five of these men are seminary graduates; three have re-
ceived the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Sacred Theology, 
while one holds the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. A brief out-
line of the formal education of each of these men follows belmv. 
Bishop J. lv. E. Bowen is at present serving the Atlantic 
Coast Area. He received the Bachelor of Arts degree from Wesleyan 
University in 1911. In 1913 he received the Master of Arts Degree 
from Harvard University.1 
Bishop Hatthel'T H. Clair is at present serving the St. Louis 
Area. He received the Bachelor of Sacred Theology degree from 
Boston University in 1918 and the Master of Sacred Theology degree 
from Iliff School of Theology, Denver, Colorado, in 1927.2 
Bishop Robert E. Jones is now retired. He received the Bach-
elor of Arts degree fran Bennett College, Greensboro, North Care-
lina, in 1895. In 1897 he received the Bachelor of Divinity de-
1. Clark, ed., V~VM , 74. 
2. Ibid., 133. 
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gree from Gammon Theological Seminary. In 1898 he received the 
:!~faster of Arts degree from Bennett College.1 
Bishop Ed1dn ~·i . Kelley is also retired. He received t he Bach-
elor of Arts Degree from i!iley College, Harshall, Texas, and has r e-
ceived various honorary degre~s, as have the other bishops listed 
2 here. 
Bishop I'<Jillis J. King is at present serving the Nevr Orleans 
Area. He received the Bachelor of Arts degree from Wiley College 
in 1910. In 1913 he received the Bachelor of Sacred Theology from 
Boston University. In 1921 he received the Doctor of Philosophy 
degree, also from Boston University. In addition to this, he has 
done graduate work at the Harvard Divinity School.3 
Bishop Edgar A. Love is nmv serving the Baltimore Area. He 
received the Bachelor of Arts ' degree, cum laude, from Howard Uni-
versity in 1913. In 1918 he received the Ba chelor of Sacred Theol-
ogy degree from Boston University. In addition to this, he took 
graduate work for t wo sessions at the University of Chicago.4 
Bishop Alexander P. Shav.r is now retired. He received t he Bach-
elor of Arts degree from Rust College in 1902. In 1906 he received 
the Bachelor of Divinity degree from Gammon Theological Seminary.5 
I 
3. District Superintendents 
The resea rch questionnaire was submitted to all district 
superintendents within the five selected annual conferences. The 
1. Schwartz, ed., RLA, 599. 
2. Clark, op. cit., 384. 
3. Schwartz, op. cit., 628. 
4. Ibid., 429. 
5. Ibid., 926. 
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percentage of superintendents returning the completed question-
naire is shown in the table below. 
Questionnaires Questionnaires 
mailed to returned by Percentage 
Conference su12erintendents su12erintendents com12leted 
Washington 5 2 40.0 % 
Louisiana 5 3 60.0 
North Carolina 4 2 50.0 
Georgia 7 1 14 • .3' 
Delaware 6 3 20.0 
Totals 27 ll !f.O•'l ~ 
Although it was specifically stated that the questionnaires 
need not be signed if the individuals completing them wished to 
remain anonymous, the vast majority were signed. All those sent 
to district superintendents were keyed so that it 'WOuld be lmown 
that they were completed by a superintendent, even though they 
might be returned unsigned. Of the eleven district superinten-
dents who returned the questionnaire, nine signed and t wo prefer-
red to remain anonymous. 
Of the eleven superintendents who returned the questionnaire, 
eight, or 73 percent, were seminary graduates. Eight were also 
college graduates; those not graduating from college had at least 
two years of college training. Of these eleven men, nine had all 
their elementary, high school, and college training in segregated, 
all-Negro schools. They at.tended the f ollovd.ng schools of 
t heology: 
Gammon Theological Seminary 
Boston University 
Drew University 
Dillard University 
Undesignated 
5 * 
2 .* 
1 
1 
1 
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* -- Two men attended both Gammon and Boston University. 
3. Ministers in Selected Annual Conferences. 
(a) Analysis of All Tho~Reporting. One question on the, research 
questionnaire read as follows: liHAT FORMAL EDUCATION HAVE YOU 
HAD? The answers given to this by the ministers who completed 
the questionnaire are reflected in the tables below. 
FORMAL EDUCATION OF 229 NINISTERS 
OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
Number 
Seminary graduates 115 
Attended seminary, did not graduate 21 
College graduates, no seminary training 19 
Attended college, did not graduate 26 
High School graduates, no college training 5 
Attended high school, did not graduate 22 
Grade school graduates, or below 17 
Information not given ~ 
TOTALS ~ 
Table 12 
Percentage 
of Total 
50.2 % 
9.2 
8.3 
11.4 
2.2 
9.6 
7.4 
l.:z 
100.0 ~ 
•. 
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Table 12 indicates that just half of the men who completed 
the questionnaire are seminary graduates, while another nine per-
cent have had some seminary training. In the study by Dr. Ralph 
Felton,1 published after the present study began, the percentage 
of seminary graduates was lower, being thirty-one percent of those 
studied. It is the feeling of the writer that this difference is 
to be explained in terms of a consideration of those replying to 
a mailed questionnaire. Of the 229 men ~ho replied to tre ques-
tionnaire, Exhibit A, 156 were effective members or members on 
trial in an annual conference and twenty-eight were retired mem-
bers of annual conferences, while only forty-five were accepted 
supply pastors. Since aJmost one-third of the ministers within 
the Central Jurisdiction are accepted supply pastors, it is seen 
that the 229 replies are weighted toward conference members, and 
will therefore reflect a slightly disproportionate number of sem-
inary graduates. It seemsprobable that the actual figure wo.uld 
be somewhere between the thirty-one percent reflected by Felton as 
study and the fifty percent reflected in Table 12. 
Table 12 reflects the fact that about twenty percent of the 
ministers answering the questionnaire have not had seminary train-
ing but have either graduated from college or had some college 
\'lork. An additional twelve percent have not attended college but 
have graduated from high school or had same high school training, 
1. Felton, MCJ, 34. 
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while seven percent have had only training in elementary schools. 
(b) Effective Members of Annual ConferencesQ 
Table 13 
FORNAL EDUCATION OF 152 EFFECTIVE HEMBERS OF 
ANNU.o.L CONFERENCES OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
Seminary graduates 
Attended seminary, did not graduate 
College graduates, no seminary training 
Attended college, did not graduate 
High school graduates, no college training 
Attended high school, did not graduate 
Elementary school graduates, or below 
TOTALS 
Percentage 
Number of Total 
101 
21 
9 
17 
2 
2 
0 
152 
66.5 % 
13.8 
5.9 
11.2 
100.0 % 
Table 13 presents an analysis of the 152 ministers who ans-
wered the questionnaire and who are effective members of the five 
annual conferences studied. One hundred one, or 66.5 percent of 
these, are seminary graduates while another 13.$ percent have had 
some seminary training. Another twenty-six, or 17.1 percent, are 
either college graduates or have had some college training. Only 
four of 152, or 2.6 percent, had only a high school education or 
less. 
(c) Accepted SuppLy Pastors. 
Table 14 
FOru~ EDUCATION OF 45 ACCEPTED SUPPLY 
PASTORS OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
71 
Percentage 
Number of Total 
Seminary graduates 0 
Attended seminary, d~d not graduate 0 
College graduates, no seminary training 5 11.1 % 
Attended college, did not graduate 5 ll.l 
High school graduates, no college training 1 2.2 
Attended high school, did not graduate 19 42.3 
Elementary school graduates, or below 14 31.1 
Information not given l 2.2 
TOTALS 45 100.0 cif fO 
Table 14 presents a picture of the formal education of the 
forty-five accepted supply pastors who replied to the question-
naire. It reflects the fact that 11 percent of these ministers 
are college graduates, while another 11 percent have had some col-
lege training, although they did not graduate. Two percent are 
high school graduates with no college training, while 42 percent, 
aL~ost half, have attended high school but did not graduate there-
from, and 31 percent are elementary school graduates or below. 
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Thus it can be seen that 75 percent of these accepted supply 
pastors have had no college or seminary training. Since in 1.95?, 
accepted supply pastors comprised 32 percent of all ministers in 
the Central Jurisdiction, this indicates that· a large number of 
churches within the Jurisdiction, approximately one-fourth of all 
charges, are being served by ministers who have only a high school 
education, or less. 
A comparison of Tables 13 and 14 shows a very large gap be-
tween the formal educational achievements of ministers who are ef-
fective members of annual conferences a.nd those who are serving 
as accepted supply pastors. While 80.3 percent of the former have 
either graduated from seminary or had some seminary training, none 
of the latter group have attended seminary at all. VVhile only 2.6 
percent of the former group have only a high school education or 
less, 75.6 percent of the latter group fall in this category and 
31.1 percent actually have only an elementary school education or 
less. 
Since Tables 5 and 6 of Chapter 3 reflect a fairly constant 
increase in the number of accepted supply pastors over the past 
decade, and a corresponding decrease in the number of conference 
members, this indicates a real danger point in so far as the min-
istry of the Central Jurisdiction is concerned. Unless this trend 
is halted, or tmless the educational level of the accepted supply 
73 
pastors can be substantially raised, it is difficult to see a 
bright future for the ministerial leadership of the Central Juris-
diction. 
Available information concerning the 11In-Service 11 training 
of Accepted Supply Pastors does not furnish any further grounds 
for optimism in this respect. The Rev. Charles L. Carrington, 
dean of the Area Pastors' School for the Baltimore Area, which in-
eluded four annual conferences, has made a study of the in-service 
training in that area and has submitted to the area bishop and 
others concerned an analysis of the situation with recommendations. 
Several paragraphs frcm his report are very pertinent here. He 
writes: 
"The main provision for the training of Accepted 
Supply Pastors is the Area Pastors' School which is op-
erated for three weeks each summer at Bennett College. 
It serves the Approved Supply Pastors in the four Con-
ferences of the Area in the Course of Study prescribed 
for all undergraduates, and for candidates for Admission 
on Trial • 
• • • • • 
11A study of the educational backgrounds of the sup-
ply pastors attending the school in 1953 indicates that 
the mean educational achievement is eighth grade. Fully 
two-thirds of them have not finished high school. Only 
one has been graduated from college (a woman, and ineli-
gible for Conference membership), and only two others 
had any college training at all. Some of the supply 
pastors had progressed no further than the sixth grade. 
"The implications of this situation are serious 
not only for the operation of a creditable school, but 
more so for the caliber and status of the ministry ••• 
111-.Tithout reflection on the fine work being done by 
certain supply pastors, it can surely be said that such 
a situation is unhealthy. The welfare of the Church de-
pends largely upon the capability of its ministers --
men who boast not only of the 'certainty of their call', -
but who in addition have a reasonably high general edu-
cation and some specialized training for the ministry--
one of the most intricate and involved of all profes-
sions. 
"The fact that nearly one-third of all the Churches 
of the Area are under the direction of supply pastors --
men not qualified to meet the minimum standards of the 
traveling ministry -- cannot but result in serious inef-
ficienfy in all phases of the Church program in the 
Area." 
Hr. Carrington further points out that of the 146 accepted 
supply pastors serving ch1rches in the Baltimore Area, only 
thirty-six attended the Area Pastors' School in 1953.2 Of the 
forty-five who returned the questionnaire for the present study, 
twenty-nine had attended at least one Supply Pastors' School. Of 
these twenty-nine~ seven had attended only one such school. 
(d) Comparison of the Various Conferences. Tables 15 through 19 
present a picture by conferences of the formal education of the 
ministers who completed the questionnaire. Here again the pro-
portionate number of effective conference members to accepted sup-
ply pastors in each conference has a bearing on the total picture 
in each case. It can be seen that the Georgia Conference shows a 
disproportionate number of seminary graduates due to the fact 
that twenty-three of the twenty-five reporting were either confer-
1. Carrington, 11An Analysis of the In-Service Training Situation 
in the Baltimore Area 11 , unpublished report. 
2. Ibid. 
Table 15 
FORJ.v!AL EDUCATION OF 66 1-Ul\TJ:STEiiS IN THE 
DELAIVARE CONFERENCE OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
75 
(41 Effective Conference Members; 9 Retired; 16 Accepted Supplies) 
Percentage 
Number of Total 
Seminary graduates 31 46.9 % 
Attended seminar-.t, did not graduate 4 6.1 
College graduates, no seminary tra:ining 8 12.2 
Attended college, did not graduate 9 13.6 
High school graduates, no college training 1 1.5 
Attended high school, did not graduate 7 10.6 
Elementary school graduates, or below 5 7.6 
Information not given 1 1.5 
TOTALS 66 100.0 r:/ i~ 
ence members, members on trial, or retired men, while only two 
were accepted supply pastors. 
The other four conferences have a more normal spread between 
the different classifications. A comparison of these indicates 
that the Louisiana Conference has a large number of men who have 
not graduated from high school, thirty-four percent of those re-
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Table 16 
FORMAL EDUCATION OF 25 ~llJ~ISTERS IN THE 
GEORGIA CONFERENCE OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
(18 Effective Conference Hembers; 2 Hembers on Trial; 3 Retired; 
2 Accepted Supplies) 
Seminary graduates 
Attended seminary, did not graduate 
College graduates, no seminary training 
Attended college, did not graduate 
High school graduates, no college training 
Attended high school, did not graduate 
Elementary school graduates, or below 
TOTALS 
Percentage 
Number of Total 
14 
5 
0 
3 
1 
1 
1 
25 
56.0 % 
20.0 
12.0 
4.0 
4.0 
4.0 
100.0 % 
porting. This percentage is 13. 9 for the vlashington Conference, 
20.6 for the North Ca rolina Conference, and 19.7 for the Dela-
ware Conference. The Washir~ton Conference, on the other hand, 
has a higher percentage of men ~ho are seminary graduates or have 
had some seminar,y training, sixty-eight percent of those report-
ing. The corresponding figure for the Delaware Conference is 53 
percent, for the Louisiana Conference 40.6 %, and for the North 
Table 17 
FOR.i'1AL EDUCATION OF 34 MINISTERS IN THE NORTH 
CAROLINA CONFERENCE OF THE CENTRAL JUPo.ISDICTION 
77 
(23 Effective Conference lv!embers; 2 Retired; 9 Accepted Supplies) 
Percentage 
Number of Total 
Seminary graduates 17 50.0 % 
Attended seminary, did not graduate 3 8.8 
College graduates, no seminary training 4 11.8 
Attended college, did not graduate 3 8.8. 
High school graduates, no college training 0 
Attended high school, did not graduate 2 5.9 
Elementary school graduates, or below 5 14.7 
TOTALS :2~ 100.0 2f 
Carolina Conference 58.8 %. 
These tables indicate that a substantial percentage of Negro 
ministers have had same college training but for one reason or an-
other did not attend seminary. The figures are 25.8 percent of 
those reporting in the Delaware Conference, 21.9 percent in the 
Louisiana Conference, 15.3 percent in the Washington Conference, 
and 20.6 percent in the North Carolina Conference. This would 
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Table 18 
FORMAL EDUCATION OF 32 MINISTERS IN THE 
LOUISIAI'IJA CO~"FERENCE OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
(23 Effective Conference Members; 9 Accepted Supplies) 
Nuinber 
Percentage 
of Total 
Seminary graduates 9 28.1 % 
Attended seminary, did not graduate 4 12.5 
College graduates, no s ~m:i.nary tra ining 3 9.4 
Attended college, did not graduate 4 12.5 
.. 
High school graduates, no college training 1 3J · 
Attended high school, did not graduate 5 15.6 
Elemmtary school graduates, or below 6 18.8 
TOTALS 32 100.0 % 
indicate 'that serious consideration could be given to the :t-eason 
these ministers, roughly one out of every five reporting, had some 
college training but never got to seminary. 
(e) Serili.naries Attended. Table 20 is a listing of the seminaries 
attended by the 115 m:inisters who have graduated '-1ith either the 
BD or STB degree. It can be s een that 57 of these 115, or fifty 
percent, were graduated from either Gammon Theological Seminary 
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Table 19 
FORHAL EDUCATION OF 73 HINISTERS IN THE 
WASHINGTON CONFERENCE OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION 
(47 Effective Conference Members; 1 Member on Trial; 14 Retired; 
10 Accepted Supply Pastors) 
Percentage 
Number of Total 
Seminary graduates 44 61.1 % 
Attended semmary, did not graduate 5 6.9 
College graduates, no seminary training 4 5.6 
Attended college, did not graduate 7 9.7 
High school graduates, no college training 2 2.8 
Attended high sdl.ool, did not graduate 7 9.7 
Elementary school graduates, or below 0 
Information not given 3 4.2 
TOTALS 72 100.0 ~ 
or Howard University School of Religion. If this . pattern is to 
contmue, then the education of the ministry of the Central Juris-
diction is closely related to the effectiveness and standards of 
these two schools. Hitb the increasing pressure in the direction 
of desegregation in the public schools, the Methodist Church will 
need to do some very clear planning in regard to its policy of 
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Table 20 
SD1INARIES FRG'M h'HICH 115 MINISTERS OF THE CENTRAL 
JURISDICTION VlEHE GRADUATED (BD OR STB DEGREE) 
Gammon Theological Seminary 
Howard University School of Religion 
Boston University School of Theology 
Drew Theological Saninary 
Temple University School of Theology 
Lincoln University (Pa.) 
Union Theological Seminary (rrrc) 
J.C.Smith University 
Hood Theological Seminary 
Uashington Baptis t Senina.ry 
Ha!"V" ard Divinity School 
Union Theological Seminary (Va.) 
l·iestminst~ School of Theology 
Phillips School of Theology (Tenn.) 
Garrett Biblical Institute 
Pacific School of Religion 
Virginia Seminary 
Eden Taeological Seminary 
Camden Theological Seminary (N. J .) 
Crozier Theological Seminary 
Northern University 
Payne College 
Toronto Bible College 
Frelinghausen University 
Berea Bible Institute 
Undesignated 
TOTAL 
45 
12 
11 
9 
5 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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. theological education. The fUture of at least one of these schools, 
Gammon, will be verJ crucially affected by this policy, or lack of 
it. 
It would seem that either Methodism• s seminaries must be made 
openly and actually inter-racial, and the standards made as near-
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ly comparable as possible in all of them, or else a systematic ef-
fort rrrust be made to maintain standards at Ganl!Ilon quite in line 
with those at, say Boston University ani Garrett. Only thus, or 
only qy sending an increasing percentage of theological students 
to seminaries such as Boston University, Yale, etc., can ministers 
of t he Central Jurisdiction receive an education comparable to 
that received by the general ministry of the Methodist Church. 
CHAPTER V 
OBSTACLES 11HICH CENTRAL JURISDICTIONAL MINISTERS 
ENCOUNTER- . ~\!HAT THEY BELIEVE THE CHURCH COULD DO 
TO HELP - AGE GROOPING AND PERSONAL STATEMENTS 
Obstacles to the Development of Leadership. 
In order to discover the main obstacles of which the minis-
ters of the Central .Jurisdiction are and have been aware, one 
question on the research questionnaire read as follows: vniAT 
HAVE BEEN THE 1-lAIN OBSTACLES, IF ANY, TO YOUR DEVELOPMENT INTO 
THE KIND OF CHURCH lEADER YOU \llOULD LIKE TO BE? This is, cf 
course, a deeply personal question and one which is perhaps dif-
ficult to answer. Therefore, of the 229 ministers who returned 
the questionnaire, 109, or almost half of that number, either 
said 11None11 , 11No comment", or simply left the space blank; the 
vast majority of this 109 simply left the space blank. In the 
thinking of those who answereq this question, two obstacles far 
overshadowed all the rest; these were the obstacles of segrega-
tion and finances. Thirty-six ministers mentioned same form of 
segregation while thirty-five mentioned some form of problem re-
lating to inadequate financ~al support. 
(a) The Obstacle of Segregation. As one would expect, the ob-
stacle of segregation works itself out in many directions. In 
answering the question above, some of the ministers simply wrote 
S2 
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one word or one brief phrase, such as: "Color", "Segregation", 
"The race to ,which I belong", 11Racial barriers", "Segregation at-
tempting to make me a second class citizen", "Lack of complete in-
tegration", "The Central Jurisdictionn. Perhaps the most vivid 
short answer contained simply these words: "Not a chance". The 
majority of those who answered the question, however, attempted 
to set forth the area in which segregation had been a felt hin-
drance. 
One group answered in terms of the effect of segregation up-
on themselves as persons. One minister wrote that the main ob-
stacle 11 has been my own subjective attitude toward being a Negro 
minister in a b:l.:-racial clru.rch11 • Another attached to the ques-
tionnaire an extra sheet which contained the follmdng paragraphs: 
"My entire life has been subjected to the indigni-
ties of segregation. This was never brought so force-
fully into focus as during my army sojourn. I vowed at 
. that time to do something during my lifetime about this 
blight on human personality and history. 
11The evil of segregation is revolting anywhere it 
is found, but I find it most difficult to countenance 
it in the Christian Church whose basic tenet is the 
Brotherhood of man under the Fatherhood of God." 
A young seminary graduate who serves on numerous conference 
boards and committees stated his feelings as follows: "The main 
obstacle is that in my church, as it exists today, I am not able 
to preach the gospel nor support my church with firm conviction. 11 
Another group of those who listed segregation as a primary 
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obstacle see its main penalties Dl terms of exclusion from oppor-
tunities to exercise their full abilities as Christian ministers. 
One minister states that the main obstacle to his development has 
been his being 11held back because of color,and race, not because 
of lack of knovlledge, native or acquired". Another expresses his 
feellllgs in these words: 11The main obstacle has been the separate 
but equal philosophy of those who would tend to keep their black 
brother in his so-called place". Another states his view as fol-
lows: 11The main obstacle has been the inability of my being able 
to compete for church loyalties regardless of the racial classifi-
cation of the congregation. This denial refutes the fundamental 
tenets of our Christian faith". A supply pastor, who is also a 
college pres:i!ient, sums this position up as follows: "The main 
obstacle is not making available opportunities for full use of time 
and · talent as a church leader". 
Still another group list segregation as a primary obstacle 
because it excludes them from the wider fellowship and the great-
er resources of the Methodist Church as a '.'<hole. The minister of 
one of the larger churches of the Jurisdiction writes that his 
main obstacle has been "segregation fran many of my brethren a-
cross racial lines". A young seminary graduate in Louisiana 
writes that his main obstacle has been 11a lack of close relation-
ship with all pastors of the comnruni ty11 • 11 Also", he v<rites, "be-
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cause of my race I am not able to work on all community projects". 
A minister in North Carolina writes that segregation has been his 
primary obstacle because it makes L~ossible his sharing in the 
many services that are available in his city and his receiving the 
benefit of the many worthwhile experiences that participation in 
these services would bring. Then he writes: "Having the same 
progrrun but the separateness defeats the cause and holds back lead-
ership ability". Others list segregation as being responsible for 
their inability to attend church conferences and to participate in 
many other such helpful and meaningful activities. 
A few of the ministers listed segregation as a primary ob-
stacle because it prevents their being able to attend certain 
schools in their particular area. Perhaps one of the most reveal-
ing and saddening sentences was written by an accepted supply pas-
tor, a woman 65 years of age. She wrote: 11In my youth, finances 
were the main problem, but my parents oould not see any advantages 
to me trying for a higher education because I was a Negro girl". 
(b) Inadequate Financial Support. In regard to finances just as 
in regard to segregation, some of the ministers sum up the entire 
problem in a single phrase or a short, cutting sentence, such as 
11ppor pay", "The need of financial help", "Financial status", 
"Inadequate support", "problem of money, money, money, money", 
11Low salary". Some of those who listed finances, however, attempt-
~ 
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ed to show specific ways in which inadequate support has been a 
hindrance. 
One group indicates that inadequate finances have made it im-
possible for them to study; some say that they have not had enough 
money to buy the books they need; others say that they have simply 
been unable to pay for the formal education they wanted and needed. 
Perhaps this entire feeling is well summarized by a district super-
intendent who wrote: 11Negro ministers in this section of the 
country have to live and work on subnormal salaries; it is hard, 
therefore, for them to develop into the kind of leaders they 
should be" • 
A sizeable group of men indicate that they are unable to sup-
port their families on the salaries the churches pay and must, 
therefore, turn to outside work to supplement their income. This 
additional work consumes time which they would like to spend in 
the work of their churches. They feel themselves caught between 
t wo obligations, the obligation to serve as full-time Christian 
ministers and the obligation to support their families. Because 
their churches cannot pay an adequate salary, these men have been 
forced to choose between the alternatives rather than fulfilling 
both of them. 
In order to obtain some information concering the way the 
ministers solve this problem, a question on the questionnaire 
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read as follows: DO YOU HAVE HORK OTHER THAN THE MINISTRY FOR 
NHICH YOU RECEIVE FINANCIAL COHPENSATION? IF SO, l•lliAT PERCENTAGE 
OF YOUR LIVELIHOOD CmfES FROivi THIS ADDITIONAL 1'JORK? 1\lHAT IS THE 
NATURE OF THIS ADDITIONAL VlOHK? The answers given to these ques-
tions were as follows: 
No additional work 
Some additional work 
No comment 
TOTALS 
175 or 
50 or 
4 or 
76.4% 
2l.B 
l.B 
229 or 100.0 % 
The percentage of income derived from additional work other tr..an 
the ministry varied all the way from a minimum of 25 percent to 
100 percent. Most of the men listed this percentage as somev1here 
between 50 and 75 percent. Of the fifty who have a dditional work, 
twenty-seven are effective members or members on trial in the an-
nual conferences and twenty-two were accepted supply pastors, and 
one was ret:i.r ed. Almost exactly ·half of the accepted supply pas-
tors who answered the questionnaire say tba t they have additional 
work, while the percentage of conference members so reporting is 
much smaller, being just 17.6 percent. This is entirely under-
standable because the salaries of accepted supply pastors are al-
ways much lower on an average than those of effective conference 
members. 
The types of additional work these fifty ministers do run all 
the way from garage mechanics and farm laborers to college profes-
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sors and physicists in the United States Army. There is no major 
grouping in one specific field, though the two fields most often 
cited are teaching and carpentering. 
In the study by Dr. Ralph Felton, previously cited, he re-
ports contacting 306 pastors and firrling that 58 percent of them 
actually do out side work, i'Vith the largest number being school 
teachers during the week and ministers on Sunday.1 Here again, 
the difference in the percentage reported by Felton and that 
shown on the questionnaires in the present study is probably ex-
plained by the fact that mailed questionnaires of this type seem 
to be, and in this case are, ·Neighted tm'l!ard effective conference 
members i\bo earn higher salaries than the general average of Cen-
tral Jurisdictional ministers. 
Felton, after surveying the facts, feels that the teacher-
preacher is probably the best possible i mmediate solution to the 
financial needs of the rural and small-town ministers of the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction. He writes: 
"It is clear that for the next twenty years or un-
til economic conditions for Negro families in the rural 
south completely change, it would be desirable for 
young men going into the town and country ministry and 
who want to stay there and serve their people, to pre-
pare for this two-fold ministry of a preacher-teacher. 112 
(c) Other Obstacles. In addition to segregation and inadequate 
financial support, numerous other obstacles were mentioned. Ex-
1. Felton, MCJ, 27. 
2. Ibid., 30. 
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cept for these tlvo, the one mentioned most often was favoritism 
in appointments or political maneuvering of some kind. Twelve 
men mentioned this as an obstacle. Some simply l~ote the word 
"Favoritism". One said, 11I am not a politician", Another said, 
rtReducing my opportunities due to dislike on the part of the 
district superintendent". Another wrote: 11Leaders have been cho-
sen on the basis of age, · years of service, kinship, and friend-
ship rather than ability and consecration'! . , Another writes: "A 
refusal to promote my own interest. In the church as elsewhere, 
politics is rampant. Either you play it or lose; sometimes you 
play it and lese". Still another writes: · 11In the face of our 
economic situation I must admit that the lack of finances has been 
"" a hindrance. But more than that, to be frank, favoritism on the 
district I am on has been hann.i'ul 11 • 
One could possibly say that these men are simply chronic mal-
contents and represent the n6nnal number of such in any group. 
However, some of them serve sizeable churches, and they have very 
little to gain by giving vent here to any ill-founded complaints. 
In view of the fact that of the 120 who answered this particular 
question, twelve, or exactly ten percent, feel that favoritism is 
a serious obstacle, it would seem that their statements should re-
ceive more weight than to be branded as lvords of chronic malcon-
tants. After reading the questionnaires submitted qy these men, 
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it is the opinion of the writer that they are by and large sincere 
statements by men who are trying to give an honest answer to a 
deepl y personal question. 
The problem mentioned next in frequency was that of the 
status of t he accepted supply pastor. Ten supply pastors listed 
this as the main obstacle to their development. Most of these 
are concerned that they may not became full members of the annual 
conferences, although they feel that their responsibilities are 
as heavy and as serious as those of confeTence members. One ans-
wers the question as to obstacles with these words: "The stigma 
of label 1 supply pastor 111 • Another writes, "As a supply pastor 
we have no voice at the conference, can't vote, but lay delegate 
can". Another writes that his chief obstacle is lack of 11 the 
power to vote in an annual conference, for this gives the layman 
in the church a status over that of t heir pastor, if he is a sup-
ply". 
Among the other obstacles mentioned, four men, including scr~e 
of the most prominent, listed themselves. Two of these wrote 
simply the rlOrd 11l-1yself11 • Another rtrote: "I am rrry greatest enemy. 11 
Five ministers listed lack of education. Three listed constant 
pastoral changes or small appointments. One wrote that the main 
obstacle, from his point of view, had been "the unfamiliarity of 
church members with the high program of the Methodist Church", 
. ' . 
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and one commented as follows: 11I haven't much time to save souls. 
I mve to raise the fina.YJ.cial claims of the church." 
2. Hhat Could the Church Do to Help? 
In order to try to discover what Central Jurisdictional min-
isters feel that their church could do to help them become better 
leaders, the questicnnaire Contained a question Worded clS foilOvlS: 
vJHAT DO YClT THINK THE HETHODIST CHURCH COULD DO FOR YOU IN ORDER 
TID INCREASE YOUR EFFECTIVENESS AS A CHURCH LEADER? Here again, 
this was not a question which could be checked 11yes11 or 11 no11 ; it 
required serious thought, and it is of a personal nature. Of the 
229 ministers vmo returned the questionnaire, 113 gave no answer 
to this particular question, or else wrote something like 11I have 
no complaint", or "nothing". 
(a) Removal of Segregation. Of those Who answered this question, 
the largest number, by far, forty-four of ll3, answered in terms 
of solving the problem of segregation. Many of these answered 
with a short phrase or sentence such as: "Integrate the whole 
church11 ; 11AbQlish the concept and status of secorrlary Hethodism 
based on color"; "Destroy segregation - it is unchristian and a 
handicap11 ; "Remove racial barriers11 ; "Integrate all boards and de-
partments of the church - then a person might aspire to a place 
on them11 ; "Take an open stand against segregation within the church 
and declare it unchristian"; 11Stop looking down on the Central 
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Jurisdiction and integrate it into the whole church11 • 
A substantial group stated that the church could help them 
by destroying segregation and treating them as persons, not as Ne-
gro persons. One v-~rote: 11Remove a l l legal barriers and a ccept me 
as a full-fledged Christian Hethodist minister with all the rights 
and privileges pertaining thereto". Another wrote as follows: 
liThe Church could increase my effectiveness by recognizing that I 
am an ordained minister in tre }1et..h odist Church an:i by virtue of 
this accept me as such anyvihere in I'1eth odism and not simply in 
the Central Jurisdiction". Perhaps this entire position was sum-
marized most effectively by a young college professor who ~-~rote: 
11To increase my effectiveness as a church leader, 
the Methodist Church could institute immediate reorgan-
ization proceedings that would bring into being my be-
ing accepted as a Hethodist minister rather than as a 
Negro Methodist minister as the present system implies. 11 
Anotrer group feels that the removal of segregation would be 
the greatest help to their effectiveness because it would enable 
them to take advantage of sources of help, primarily educational, 
now closed to them. A young seminary graduate in North Carolina 
writes that the church could "open s everal training agencies 
which are now closed to Negroes in this geographical location". 
A young seminary graduate in Georgia vsri tes that the church c0uld 
"Let me have access to all sources where I might obtain the best 
information". 
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Five men specifically mentioned access to educational insti-
tutions as the great advantage they would derive from the aboli-
tion of segregation. A minister in Louisiana t~ites that the 
church could help him by "opening the doors of some of the semin-
aries in the locality so that one could attend not on the basis 
of color but as a minister. 11 Another Louisiana pastor writes 
that the church could "respect all peoples and allow all persons 
who are so qualified to attend its undergraduate schools. 11 A 
North Carolina pastor writes: 11 The Church could permit me to 
study in 1•1ethodist schools regardless of location. 11 Still another 
states the same thing in the following terms: 11The Church could 
break down the racial barriers in our leading graduate schools 
for the ministry. 11 
Still another group of ministers feel that the great benefit 
to be reaped from the abolition of segregation would simply be 
the inclusion of Negroes into the wider fellowship and program of 
the Hethodist Church. One North Carolina pastor writes simply 
that to work the same program at the same time vd th all l-'lethodists 
would make the work of the church more effective. Another writes 
that to increase his effectiveness, the Hethodist Church could 
"make available the use of all the Methodist fellowship and not 
consider me as a missionary project, but practice the sharing of 
the entire program." Still another 1vrites: 11The Church could 
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bring me into the full and complete fellowship of the body of 
ministers and leaders of the church, on local and national levels 11 • 
(b) Provide Adeauate Financial Support. Second in number to those 
vlho mentioned integration as the outstanding thing the church could 
do to increase their effectiveness is the group who mentioned ade-
quate financial support as the great help their church could ren-
der. There were twenty ministers who pointed to the matter of 
finance as the place whe~e most help could be given. Some simply 
wrote such things as 11 better salary", \thil.e several suggest some 
minimum salary arrt¥lgement. One suggests that an increase in sal-
ary would enable him to buy more books and there~ to be a better 
informed and more effective minister. 
One group suggested an adequate salary as the main help the 
church could render because they see anxiety concerning financial 
insecurity as probably the outstanding hindrance to their develop-
ment. One man, aged 32, writes th9. t the church ''could provide a 
substantial salary so that a minister could devote his work to 
'I 
the ministry without the fear of economic insecurity. Another 
states that the church could "make it possible for the Negro min-
ister to receive at least an average income, and thereby free him 
from financial anxieties. 11 
An even larger group point not to anxiety caused by financial 
anxiety but simply to the fact :t:.hat low salaries make it impossi-
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ble for a minister to devote his full time to his church. A minis-
ter, a full member of an annual conference who derives 80 percent 
of his income from outside work, writes as follows: "I feel that 
I could be a more effective minister if I could be a full-time 
minister. I could very well be of greater service if I had a church 
which could support me and my family". Another states the case 
more simply by saying that his effectiveness would be increased if 
he had full support so tm t he couJ,d devote full time to his min-
istry. Perhaps this entire feeling is summed up best by a member 
of the Delaware Conference who writes: 11The aver~ge Negro Metho-
dist ministers receive inadequate salaries, and an improvement in 
this direction would certainly be an incentive to the pastors to 
better ends". 
(c) Aids Toward Better Educational Opportunities. Sixteen min-
isters mentioned same aid in the field of education as the most 
significant thing the 1-'Iethodist Church could do to increase their 
effectiveness. Of these, one group simply mentioned their need 
for additional education, indicating that help in this direction 
would te the most effective assistance the church could render to 
them. Some >..ho did not finish college stated their need for help 
to achieve the Bachelor of Arts degree. Others who are seminar~ 
gr aduates felt that seminar s and refresher courses would be the 
primary thing the church could furnish for than. Five men listed 
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the specific need for such courses. One di strict superintendent 
wrote that, in his opinion, the church could "provide special pub-
lications for all ministers of Hethodism giving sociological a.nd 
psychological analyses of our society". He added: "Too few min-
isters know their people and their oonnnunity". 
Three men mentioned in this connection the need for addition-
al schools in their particular areas. One ~TOte that the church 
could increase the effectiveness of the ministry by 11having more 
schools, centrally located, for ministers of the Hethodist Church". 
Tbree rum cited the need for the continuance of the Area Pastors 1 
Schools. 
(d) Improve the Position of the Supply Pa stor. Of the forty-five 
accepted supply pastors who completed tl~ questionnaire, ten cited 
as a major contribution of the church to their possible develop-
ment some change or improvement in the position of the accepted 
supply pastor. Most of these men desire to be admitted into full 
connection in the annual conference. One answered the question 
with these words: 11 Give the supply man the power to vote in the 
sessions of the annual conference, and have a place and a vote in 
the executive sessions". Another simply writes: 11Admit me as a 
full manber in the Conference". Still another expresses the feel-
ing of the supply pastor in these words: 11Accept my v10rk or min-
istry on the grounds of ability to perform, even in the face of 
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the lack of more formal education". 
(e) Othe,.. Suggestions. In answering the question as to v1hat the 
church could do to increase the individual's effectiveness, there 
were several answers pertaining to individual situations. Several 
1nen, however, cited the need for better appointment~. One 1vrote 
that his effectiveness would be improved if the appointing powers 
simply followed the Discipline in appointing a preacher according 
to his abilities and his preparation. Some cited the problems of 
too many churches on a circuit and feel that they would be more 
effective 1-.'i th only one or two churches. Another writes: 11I ana-
wer not for me alone but for all ministers - promote them on the 
basis of their ability, accomplishments, and not on favoritism, 
age in service, etc.". Another v1rites the following sentences: 
11It has been a continuous struggle to receive pro-
motion, although I have tried to be honest vdth God and 
men. I have been in the ministry f or thirty-five years 
after graduating from seminary. But I am still hoping 
and praying for a chance. 11 
Perhaps one of the most constructive of the miscellaneous 
suggestions came from a district superintendent. He suggested 
that the boards and agencies of the church at large reevaluate 
their make-up and give more represent ation thereon to ministers 
and leaders from the Central Jurisdiction. 
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3. Age Groups and Personal Statements. 
(a) Ages of Hen Replying to Questionnaire. At the bottom of 
the questionnaire •-.ras a space for each minister to list his a ge. 
Of the 229 who answered the questi onnaire, 206 listed their a.ge. 
Of these , twenty-six 1-.rere retired, leaving 180 who are active 
either as conference m6nbers, members on trial, or accepted sup-
ply pastors. The ages of this group of ministers are reflected 
in the following t abul ation: 
Age Number of Ministers Percentage 
26-35 16 8.9 % 
36-45 60 33.3 
46-55 42 23.3 
56-65 50 27.8 
66-72 12 6.7 
TOTALS 180 100.0 '(o 
It can be seen that the median age for this group of ministers 
falls somewhere between forty-six and fifty-five years. ltlhile 57.8 
percent are between the ages of forty-six and seventy-two, a sig-
nificant number a re between thirty-six and forty-five, the number 
being sixty, or exactly one-third of those who reported this infor-
mation. 
Of the 180 ministers v.rho gave inforna tion as to age, 1.4.3 
were effective members or members on trial in an armual confer-
ence while thirty-seven were accepted supply pastors. The age 
grouping of the effective conference members is sh own in the fol-
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lmdng t abulation: 
Age Number of l\iinisters Percentage 
26-35 14 9.8 % 
36-45 47 32.9 
46-55 38 26.6 
56-65 35 24.4 
66-72 9 6.3 
TOTALS 143 100.0 % 
The age grouping of t he accepted supply pastors is refle cted 
as follows: 
Age Number of f!.dnisters Percentage 
26-35 2 5.4 % 
36-45 13 35.1 
46-55 4 10.8 
56-65 15 40.6 
66-72 :2 8.1 
TOTAlS ~7 100.0 ~ 
From these tabulations it can be seen that the median a ge for 
the effective conference members is between forty-six and fifty-
five years, and is closer to forty-six than to fifty-five, while 
the 1nedian age for accepted supply pastors in this t able is also 
in t he 46-55 bracket, there are eighteen ministers who are between 
fifty-six and seventy-two and only nineteen who are below fifty-
six; therefore the median age is probabl y fifty-five years. The 
number of accepted supply pastors in the above t abulation is ad-
mittedly small, but in so f ar as they are representative· of t he 
supply pastors within the Central Jurisdiction, it would appear 
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that most of the young men who are entering the ministry of that 
Jurisdiction are going on to qualify for conference membership, 
while the accepted supply pastors are being recruited from the 
ranks of older men. 
In Professor Leiffer 1 s study , previously cited, he found 
that 61.7 percent of the effective 1ninisters of the Central Juris-
diction were, in 1948, · betv•een the ages of forty-eight and seven-
1 ty-two. Of those who answered the questionnaire for the present 
study, 57.3 were between the ages of forty-six and seventy-hw 
while 42.7 percent were forty-five years of age and belovr. This 
would indicate that in so far as the 143 men are representative 
of the effective members of conferences in the Central Jurisdic-
tion, and this number is more than 10 percent of that group, then 
the past six years have seen some lowering of the median age of 
the Central Jurisdictional ministers. 
(b) Same Personal Statements. Near the end of the research ques-
tionnaire there appeared this statement: IF YOU I·JOUID CARE TO 
SKETCH A VERY BRIEF STORY OF YOUR LIFE IN THE 1-rili:THODIST MINISTRY, 
THIS v."OULD BE HELPFUL. (Attach an extra sheet of paper if you 
lv.ish.) This was followed by a space in which comments could be 
written. Of the 229 ministers who completed and returned the 
t· 
questionnaire, .. 122 did not give any infonnation in response to 
this statement. Of the 107 who did make some comment in . this 
l. Leiffer, l1H1948, 21. 
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area, many simply listed appointments served, members received, 
schools attended, and other comparable items. 
Some of the 107, however, did make significant statements. 
The ''!!'iter is av.Jar e t hat a dissertation is not the place for hu-
man i.nterest stories, but the present study deals •·dth the ministers 
of t he Central Jurisdiction and partially their opinions, feeling9, 
and aspirations. Therefore it 'vould s eem i n order to record 
three observations concerning what t hese ministers have written 
about their years in the ministry. First of all, one is impressed 
by the sacrificial devotion and accomplisbm.ents of these ministers 
in the face of very great obstacles. Two statements may serve a s 
examples here. The first comes from a Georgia pastor. He writes: 
111 am rounding out my forty years as a pastor. 
Married twice, both passed away. First left two small 
children, the next left three. Raised and educated 
all, giving them a college training. All girls except 
one; he is tenth grade in high school. I never receiv-
ed more than $1,000 a year during my pastorate except 
~-Jhen I served as a district superintendent. Then my 
salary 1-rent up to $1,800 to $2,000 per year. 11 
The second statement comes frQ~ asuppl y pastor, a woman. She 
writes as follows: 
11As a young woman, my desir e was to be a mission-
ary. Not knovdng where or how to accomplish this, and 
getting no encouragement from my family and pastor, who 
knew little more than I, I married young and spent many 
years raising a family. Ended in my early thirties, be-
fore beginning the studies of t he local preacher. i:Jas 
ordained deacon under Bishop Shaw. Have pastored but one 
year. Now I work as assistant to my own pastor and 
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hold most of the responsible offices in my church." 
Secondly, one can hardly read the questionnaires without be-
ing impressed by the tremendous handicaps under which Negro minis-
ters labor in our society and especially in the Methodist Church. 
Again, two statements v;ill suffice. A young seminary graduate, 
etged 35, writes the follovdng words: 
11Ny life as a Hethodist minister has been one long, 
frustrating pull toward what to me is the only sane and 
Christian ans111er to the most moot question facing all of 
Hethodism in these days of stress and tention." 
A second statement comes from a college professor, a highly educa-
ted man:. , He writes: 
11Host of my ministry has been spent in pastorates 
in the African :Hethodist Episcopal Church. I left that 
denomination and cast my lot with the ' ~father l-1ethodist 
Church' in search of Christian fellowship, and this I 
am continuing to look for. 11 
Thirdly, the written statements certainly impress one ~dth 
the fact that many of these ministers have found something 1>fhich 
society in our time desperately needs, a sense of joy in their 
profession. One minister, aged 55, v~ites the following state-
ment: 
11Yzy life has been a very pleasant one working in 
the Christian ministry. It is truly worth all the 
trials, cross providences, and whatever has a tendency 
to impede my way and stop my faith in God. I v-Jill for-
ever preach His worthy name, and be willing to fight 
to win men t o Him." 
Another minister, aged 70, writes a brief sketch of the places 
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where he has served, a brief statement about his family, and then 
closes with these moving words: "I've had a great time and I 
would do it all over again, but I would simply try to do better 
next time!". 
It is the feeling of this vJriter that American society as a 
vlhole, and the Hethodist Church in particular, will need a long, 
long t:iJne to repay the contributions which these ministers have 
made under such handicaps. Probably they can never be repaid, but 
America as a nation and the Hethodist Church as an institution, 
can attempt on their behalf or in their memory, to right the 
wrongs and correct the indignities to vrhich the entire Negro race 
has been subjected for these many years. 
CHAPTER VI 
ATTITUDES AND DESIRES OF CENTRAL JURISDICTIONAL 
LEADEr$ AS '1'0 THE POSITION OF THE CENTRAL JURIS':'" 
DICTION .1\"'TJ--.;IN THE METHODIST Ch'URCH 
Published Statements. 
During 1954 the Reverend J. Beverley F. Shaw published a 
book entitled The Negro in the HistorY of Methodism, the final 
chapter of which is entitled 11That They All Hay I3e One11 • Two of 
the three closing paragraphs of this chapter read as follows: 
11~·Jill the Hethodist Churches, phases of whose his~ 
to~J have been sketched in this little volume, become 
one? To this question, I would answer, 'Yes'. 
The jurisdictional arrangement seems to most of 
those that compose the Central Jurisdiction of The Heth-
odist Church to be a makeshift, 1~Jhich is out of perfect 
harmony with the spirit of Jesus, and this will be reme-
died. Mutual respect and co-operation will be maintain-
ed among all the Hethodist bodies. 11 
The ethical and practical questions posed by the Central 
Jurisdiction are al·ways up for discussion as the General Confer-
ence of The Nethodist Church drai'>IS near. To help discover the 
attitude of at least t~e vocal leadership within t he Jurisdiction 
regarding these questions, the 1vriter of this study examined all 
copies of the Central Christian Advocate, the official organ of 
the Central Jurisdiction, from the beginning of its publication 
up to the present time. 
1. Shali'r, NHl'{, 227-8. 
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The discussions in this magazine were completely unanimous 
in their condemnation of the philosophy behind the jurisdictional 
arrangement. There appeared not a single article defending the 
Central Jurisdiction as a basically Christian mechanism of Church 
organization and ad.lllinistration; it was universally regarded as a 
compromise, and usually regarded as a compromise which has served 
its purpose and now constitutes a position which the Methodist 
Church cannot longer afford to maintain. 
In the issue of the Central Christian Advocate dated Novem-
ber 13, 1947, there appeared an article v1ritten by the Reverend 
Joshua o. 1-Jilliams entitled 11Shall vie Continue the Central Juris-
diction?111 He summarizes lvhat he believes to be the position of 
the majority of Negro Iv!ethodists as follows: 
11 The Jurisdictional arraneement is in the first 
pla ce considered by the Negro Hethod.ist as a temporary 
ad.~nistrative arrangement. It was a concession made 
to the former Methodist Episcopal Church, South, to 
make unification possible. Vfuen an expedient is being 
considered, manifold reasons are advanced proclaiming 
t he -Y'dsdom of making such a choi ce •• • ~·le were not, how-
ever, misled by what on the surf ace appeared to be suf-
ficient grounds for accepting such an arrangement ••• 
. . . . . 
"The Church must never lo se s ight of the ideal. 
1rlhile it may be necessary to accept less because we 
deal with an i mperfect htunanity, the truly Christian 
conscience must never be satisfied until a proposition 
squares with t he Christian ideal. To separate the Ne-
gro section of the Church into an arrangement based on 
color is not ri ght in any year of our Lord. Regard-
less of its advantages for developing leadership or any 
other lesser gain s, nothing should remove the fact from 
1. ·Hillia.ms, Art.(l947) 725. 
the Negro's tlunking that the Central Jurisdiction is a 
temporary administrative arrangement. \1Thenever the 
church is willing to choose individual gain ab£ve the 
way of the Haster and Lord it loses its soul. 11 
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lVIr . Vrilliams is t he minister of the Sharp Street Memorial 
lvletLod.ist Church in Baltimore. I n a. l etter to the writer, he 
stated that although t he article 1·ras written in 1947 it still re-
fleets his views. Says he: 11My thinking has not changed very 
much on this issue. n2 
The same basic position 1'1-as taken by a layman of the Central 
Juri sdiction in the Harch 18, 1948 issue of t he Central Christian 
Advocate. In an article entitled 11 A Layman Speaks Out 11 , Hr. 
Garrett D. Rawlings wrote the following words: 
11As a layman I see some advantages and some disad-
vantages in the Jurisdictional CQnfer ence, but certain-
ly I can s ee no Chri st in them ••• 
11 The running of The Hethodist Church is an expen-
sive business. I ffin told that four years ago it cost 
over $400,000 t o run the six Jurisdictional Conferences. 113 
Still another minister, in an article entitled "Should the 
Centra l Jurisdiction Be Discontinued? 11 L~ recognizes that actually 
the Central Juris~tion may have provided certain advantages. He 
states that it did, in fact' make unification possible and that 
its operation has impressed t he entire Nethod.ist Church -vdt h the 
quality of Negro leadership. Hm1ever, he does not wish the Juris-
diction to be continued longer. He writes: 
1. I bi d., 725. 
2. Personal letter from the Rev. Joshua 0 . Hilliams, dated 
October 13, 1954. 
3. Rawlings , Art.(l948), 14. 
4. Bethea, Art.(l948), 43. 
11It seems evident that it has served its purpose 
so the Church can now vmll afford to take another for-
ward step by 1iscontinuing this Jurisdiction as now 
constituted." 
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The Reverend vJilliam H. Williams, minister of Scott Church, 
Detroit, feels t hat the only real contribution of the Central 
Jurisdiction is that of electoral privileges. In an article ap-
pearing in The Central Christian Advocate in 1947, he makes the 
following statement: 
11Hith the exception of electoral privileges in lo-
cal areas ••• the Negro possessed every principle in the 
former Methodist Episcopal Church that he now enjoys. 
He had his annual conferences, areas, general officers, 
general superintendents, and ratio representation in 
the General Conference. V.lhat more does he have nmv, 
save a detached affiliation knmvn as the Central Juris-
diction? ••• The writer still contends that to be a help-
less minority in a united church that is fighting for the 
principles of right is more praiseworthy than to be a 
hopeless majority in a divided church that cringes and 
compromises with wrong • 
. . . . . 
11 That the Central Jurisdiction should not be pre-
served is the consensus on the part of militant Heth~­
dists throughout the general church, in my opinion."-
Another statement of this opposition to the Central Juris-
diction was made by the Reverend Kelly L. Jackson, District Super-
intendant in .the Baltimore Area. His article, also in the Central 
Christian Advocate, was entitled ncentral Jurisdiction is Segrega-
tion". His opinion is statEd strongly in the following words: 
11 The union of these three great Hethodist bodies 
was won, but respect for the Church was lost. The 
weakness displayed by the Church in its comprornisetdth 
1. I bid • , 43 • 
2. lvilliams, \'i ., Art.(l947), 805. 
racial prejudice not only caused honest men to lose re-
spect for it, but caused men to look elsewhere for mor-
al leadership and guidance • 
. . . . 
The Central Jurisdiction, a&rrittedly a segregated pat-
tern in the church, should be eliminated. It is a 
badge of weakness and cowardice. The Methodist Church 
cannot preach a gospel of righteousness and social 
justice without being hypocritical as long as it, of 
its own free 1'1ill, clings to the Central Jurisdiction. 
To continue the Central Jurisdiction is Y:nethical, 
i.rnrnoral, unsound, and basically unchristian." 
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Just prior to the General Confer ence of 1952, an article en-
titled 11Should the Jurisdictional System Be Abolished'l 11 , vJritten 
by J ame s P . Brawley, president of Clark College, appeared in the 
Central Chri stian Advocate. nis view of t he ethical and moral 
status of the Jurisdiction is aga in the same as those outlined be-
fore. He vJrote: 
11 There are two confessions which the Hethodist 
Church in all honesty must make. · The first is that the 
Central Jurisdiction as now constituted and operated is 
plain segregation, and that it is a carefully planned 
scheme to protect the general pattern of racial segre-
gation. The second confession is that the Central Juris-
diction as a segregated unit is inconsistent vJith, and 
in opposition td, the tenets of th e Christian faith • 
. . . . . 
11 The evil lies in the purpose and motives back of 
the creation of this different structural unit, which 
purpose and motives are to segregate the Negro and main-
tain the traditional status quo with reference to Negro-
white relationships in the church. 112 
One final statement in this area should be quoted and it is 
perhaps the most official stand which Central Jurisdictional 
1. Jackson, Art. (1948), 216-7. 
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leaders have taken in regard to the prob~ems posed by the Juris-
diction. It is a part of the Episcopal Address at the Central 
Jurisdictional Conference of 1941~ and was read by Bishop A. P. 
Shaw. 
"We entered the work of the nevi quadrennium in 1940 
under a new arrangement in the new church which had in 
it many forbodings and much uncertainty. It \'las an ad-
ministrative arrangement against vhich a majority of us 
had voted. Having been loyal Met hodists, we accepted 
the mandate of the rnajority in the church and set about 
our work determined to succeed and make the quality of 
the service rendered by our Jurisdiction second to none 
among the Jurisdictions of our .American Hethodism. If 
all parts of the church and those outside of our denom-
ination \'Jill visualize the Central Jurisdiction only as 
an administrative arrangement so t hat the work of the 
l•fethodist chlrches that elected to be composed of a Ne-
gro membership may be administered by members of the 
Negro race, entirely free from the spirit of separation 
on account of race except as Negroes themselves have de-
sired it so to be, it may yet prove to be an important 
factor in reaching th e Chr.i. stian goal in v1hich t here is 
neither Jew ncr Greek, bond nor free, male nor f~nale, 
but all one in Christ Jesus. 
11vle accept the setting apart of a Central Juris-
diction only as an administrative arrangement for the 
Negro membership in The Hethodist Church. i'le are not 
at all in harmony with any Methodist or others who 
think such a plan necessary in a truly Christian bro-
therhood. We consider it expedient only on account of 
the Christian childhood of some American Methodists who 
need a little coddling until they can grow into full 
manhood and womanhood in Christ Jesus. We are hopeful 
that in the near future our Methodism may become suf-
ficiently Christian in character and maturity to find a 
more excellent way." 
~~le these published statements reflect a unanimity in con-
demniP~ the Central Jurisdiction as a compromise and as a basical-
1. From the Episcopal Address at the Central Jurisdictional 
Conference, 19411., quoted in vJilliams, Art.(l947), 725. 
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ly unchristian arrangement, and while without exception they feel 
that it must ideally be abolished, t h ere is some disagrearnent a s 
to the methods a nd timing of the a bolition. Many feel that it 
should simply be aboli shed Dllinediately, WPBtever t h e difficulties 
and v:hatever tl-:e adjustments may be. I-lost of the published s t a te-
ments 1\fere a ddressed much more l arge ly to the ethical and mora l 
questions posed by the Jurisdiction than to possible steps to-
ward, and methods of, abolition and integration. 
Some of t he Jurisdictional leaders , however, have seriously 
grappled_ vlith the practical problems involved. In 1948 at least 
some ha d come t o the conclusion that the Hethodist Church '\oJas sim-
pl y not ready for any constructive s teps looking toward t he aboli-
tion of the Central Jurisdiction. I n l1arch of 1948 the Reverend 
Ramsey Bridges wrote a n article .entitled 11Can the Centra l Juris-
diction Be .Abolished? 11 , the article appearing in the !'larch 4, 1948 
issue of the Central Cl~istian Advocate. He states the position 
that before the Jurisdiction can sat i sfa ctor ily be abolished, the 
Church a s a vi hole must be ready. Tl>Vo paragr aphs of his article 
read as follmvs: 
11Is our church ready to include us in t he pale of 
its brotherhood? I t hink not! Even if the Central 
Jurisdiction were abolished, so.~ething else - probably 
more drastic - woul d be put in its place. Hhy? Be-
cause segregation, job discrimination, and Jim Crow 
still pay off in dollars and cents. Of course the non-
geographical jurisdict ion is un-christian, but tl~ 
church is on the side of reaction ••• 
11 ve can strive to help God make the 1-Jhite man i n-
to a better Christian who will a ccept all men as bro-
thers. Until t hat day, the Central Jurisdiction cannot 
be abolished. 111 
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Joshua 0. 'dilliams, in the article already cited, also stat es 
t he position t ha. t improvement must take place at the grass roots, 
or the level of the local church, before there is real grounci for 
abolishing the Central Jurisdiction. He sees no basic i mprove-
ment in simply abandoning the Jurisdictional Conference and trans-
ferring its functions to the General Conference, since, in his 
vie>-J, the problems would be treated from the same frame of refer-
ence as that l'ihich makes the Central Jurisdiction necessary in the 
first place. Two more paragraphs from his article are pertinent 
here: 
"The Negro is not ready to believe the policy of 
segregation vlhich ch...aracterizes our pattern will be ab- ·• 
olished in the General Conference, until churches on 
the local level are willing to admit members without re-
gard to color, until churches are willing to accept pas-
tors without regard to color, until areas are willing 
to accept bishops without regard to color. vJhen the 
General Conference is ready to deal with its Negro con-
stituency as Christians and not as Negroes, we are then 
ready to abolish the Central Jurisdiction and give the 
General Conference its functions ••• 
. . . . . 
"The solution to our problem is not in shifts of 
geography but in transformat ion of hearts, in new con-
cepts of brotherhood. There are many such hearts in 
the North. There are many such hearts in the South. 
The tragedy of it all is there are not enough in either 
section ••• Until the >·rhole of Hethodism is ready to 
march under one banner, that of our Saviour, and re-
nounce her allegiance to state and sectional paganism, 
1. Bridges, Art . (1948), 152. 
can v-1e hope for one church. Until ...,Te are ready to 
march with Christ l e t us continue the present arrange-
ment. It if not Christian. It is accepted only as 
temporary. 11 
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Another forcefu l opponent of the Central Jurisdiction, but 
one who feels that the best strategy is not to attempt too much 
too quickly is the Reverend Earl H. Crampton., minister of the 
Haven Hethodist Church in Philadelphia. On October 12, 1954, Hr . 
Crampton delivered an address before the District Preachers' Heet-
ing of the Easton District of the- Delaware Conference. His ad-
dress ~~as entitled 11Is The Central Jurisdiction Necessary?" and 
v:as subsequently distributed in mimeographed form. He, too, 
brands the Central Jurisdiction as a form of segregation. He 
states: 
11It is ironical that while the Supreme Court of 
the United States, from time to time, renders great de-
cisions \lihich make for real Americanism and democracy, 
the Hethodist Church is holdine on to a system that 
gives ecclesiatical sanction to racism and segregation. 11 2 
He believes that a method of pennissive legislation holds 
more promise of progress than any other course of action. He 
poses the question, 11Is there a way out?", and them makes the fol-
lo'\>Jing observation by way of answer: 
11 The most difficult questions the Methodist Church 
will have to face at the n ext General Conference and in 
the next fe>-J quadrenniums are those related to the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction. If they are not met honestly not on-
ly the Negro in the Methodist Church, but the whole col-
ored >vorld, home and abroad, will be disappointed. On 
1. vlilliams, op. cit., 725. 
2. Crampton, ICJN, address given before Easton District P.,-eachers' 
meeting, October 12, 1954. 
the other hand if the proposals for the elimination of 
jurisdictionalism are too sweeping any changes w~ll be 
opposed by the south. A pro.gram of 'permissive" legis-
lation would seem to offer more hope of success than a 
belligerent attack on the entire jurisdictional arrange-
ment. 111 
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One of the most thcug}1tful proposals of method arid strategy 
yet .to be published by a leader of the Central Jurisdiction is 
that contained in the article '~itten by President Brawley, of 
Clark College, and cited earlier in this chapter. He believes 
that correct strategy at the present time demands neither that 
t he ··. jurisdictional arrangement remain as it is or that it be i n1-
mediately abolished. He proposes, instead, action in two differ~ 
ent steps, or phases. The fins t. phase would be to retain the 
Central Jurisdictional structure as it nov1 is, but only where 
state law requires segregation, and there to declare it a neces-
sary evil. This, he feels, would preserve, in states requiring 
legal segregation, the advantages of group representation for Ne-
groes, opportunity for Negro leadership, and voting and legisla-
tive power for their elected delegates. The second phase would 
be the continuous one of working to reduce prejudice and elimin-
ate segregation through inter-racial conferences, work projects, 
inter-church programs, and wherever else possible. One of his 
concluding paragraphs is significant here: 
11The Hethodist Church offers one of the greatest 
challenges and opportunities in America for the racial 
1. Ibid. 
groups Hi thin its membership to 1,.,ror k ~t the heart of 
the race problem within the organized structure of the 
church. Herein is c:m unsurpa ssed opportunity for elim-
inating segregation and for leadership that points the 
1vay in applied CJ:n-is tianity a nd real democracy. If the 
challenge is not met and the opportunity is not grasped, 
this great church will f ail in one of its most sacred 
obligations arr.l 1~~11 render i t self ineffectivi and in-
coinpetent to be called the Church of Chri st. 11 
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In readll1g the published statements and addresses of Central 
Jurisdictional leaders , one is impressed by the unanimity with 
l'lhich they regard the Jurisdiction as an unchristian compromise, 
incompatible with t he Christian concept of brotherhood. But one 
is also impressed by the fact that 1.-Jb.en they have wrestled 1-ci.th 
methods and strategy for its abolition, and 1-vhen they have gone 
deeper than simply saying that it should be abolished, they have 
recognized the difficulties involved. And the seriously construe-
tive proposals have advocated some period of gradual change ra-
ther than immediate and radical abolition. 
2. Replies to Direct Questionnaires. 
(a) The Central Jurisdiction and the Effectiveness of The 
Hethodist Church. In order to try to get a sample of the feelings 
and desires of a cross section of the Central Jurisdictional minis-
ters as regards the Jurisdiction and its place in the Methodist 
Church, a section of the mailed questionnaire was directed speci-
fically to this area. One question read as follows: DO YOU FEEL 
THAT TI-IE CENTRAL JUR.ISDICTICN i•JEAKENS OR STRENGTHENS THE EFFECTivz...:. 
1. Brawley, op. cit., 190. 
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NESS OF THE HETHODIST CHURCH AS IT TRIES TO PRESENT THE CI-IRISTL\N 
GOSPEL TODAY? The Answers to this (j_'Uestion are reflected in the 
following tabulation: 
Strengthens 34 or 14.8 ~{, 
\iJeakens 169 or ?3.8 
No opinion 26 or 11.4 
Totals 229 or 100.0 9; 
It can thus be seen that amtost three of every four ministers who 
answered the questionnaire feel that the Central Jurisdiction 
i·makens t he effectiveness and compromises the message of the l'iJ:eth-
odist Church. Of the remainder, not quite half had no opinion 
while slightly more than half indicated their belief that the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction is actually a help to the Church as it presents 
the Christian gospel. 
FrQ~ these figures it appears that aL~ost three out of four 
of the Negro ministers in the Methodist Church today are obliged 
to -v,ork within the framework of an organization which they cannot 
in good conscience support, an organization which they feel to be 
a hindrance rather than a help as they try to render effective 
Christian service. This can hardly be a healthy situation for 
morale in the long run. The proved loyalty of the Negro Hethodist 
ministers, even in spite of this jurisdictional arrangement and 
their feelings toward it, is a tribute to their courage and dedi-
cation; it is also a witness to their hope for change and linprove-
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ment. 
The an~1ers to the question given by effective members of 
the annual conferences reflect an even higher percentage who 
feel that the Central Jurisdiction is a hindrance to the effective-
ness of the Methodist Church. The t a 'rulation of opinions of effec-
tive conference members appears as follows: 
Strengthens 12 or 7. 9 % 
1.rleakens 125 or 82.2 % 
No opinion 15 or 9. 9 % 
Totals 122 or 100. 0 ~ 
This indicates that more than four of every five effective confer-
ence members within the Centr al Jurisdiction feel that t he Juri s-
diction compromises the effecti veness of their church whereas on-
l y about 8 per cent state that it helps . 
The opinions expressed by accept ed supply pastors r eflect a 
different picture . A tabul ation of t heir opinions appears belm·I: 
Strengthens 18 or hO.O % 
Heakens 19 or 42.2 
No opinion 8 or 17.8 
Totals 45 or 100 .0 % 
A much larger per centage of the accepted supply pastors expressed 
no opinion on this question, whereas those who did have an opinion 
were al most equc>.lly divided between those who feel that t he Juris-
diction helps and those who feel t hat it hinders . The entire rea-
son for this variation between accepted supply pastors and effec-
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tive members of the annual conferences cannot be stated with cer-
tainty, but it would appear that the difference between the two 
g-roups in so far as educationa.l achievements are concerned is a 
substantial reason for the di fference of opinions. This supposi-
tion is supported by the fact t hat there is a distinct correlation 
between formal education and answers given to this particular 
question. 
The ministers who have graduated from seminary or had some 
seminary training answered as follows: 
Strengthens 9 or 6.6 d ; o . 
Weakens 113 or 82 .5 
No opinion 12 or 10.2 
Totals 1,27 or 100.0 ~ 
Those who have had no saninary training but who are college 
graduates or at lea st have had some college training ansi·Tered as 
follows: 
Strengthens 6 or 13.6 , ;~ 
1'ieakens 35 or 79.5 
No opinion 
.2 or 6.9 
Totals 44 or 100.0 ct (0 
Those i'Tho have had no college or seminary t r a i ning answered 
as follows : 
Strengthens 19 or 39.6 % 
vleakens 21 or 43.7 
No opinion B or 16.1 
Totals 48 or 100.0 % 
llB 
From these tabulations it can be seen that adverse feelings 
toward the effectiveness of the Central Jurisdiction vary i n ~irect 
proportion to the ai'lwunt of formal education the ministers have . 
Thus the more highly educated the ministry of the Central Juris-
diction bacomes , the more general is the feeling that the Juris-
diction weakens the effectiveness of the Nethodist Church. Since 
there are few v1ho question the assertion that the I'lfethodist Church 
needs ministers who are well educated and highly trained for their 
t ask, surely it is significant that the educated ministry of the 
Central Jurisdiction feel, Ln overwhe~ning proportion, that the 
Jurisdiction is harm_f'ul t o the larger work and the ethical posi-
tion of the Cht~ ch. 
This picture, ii.J.rthel..,.more, ~s not complete l"ithout scme idea 
of the intensity 1-dth \,_rhich this opinion is held by many of the 
ministers who are seminary graduates. In answering the question 
posed, some of those l·Jho anm•Jered "Jrote such replies as 111-reakens 
shamefully", 11weakms morally and spiritually", "our r·fethodi s t 
Church has long ago lost its trueeffectiveness, so this Central 
Jurisdiction or Jim Crow simply adds to her weakness", 11 ~;eakens, 
indeed so", "weakens tremerrlously - it leaves a quest ion mark a-
bout God's Church practicing segregat ion11 • One could assume that 
these replies came from ministers who, for one reason or another, 
are frustrated and bitter. A reading of the questionnaires, how-
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ever, will not support such an assumption. These replies, rather, 
appear to come from thoughtful mini sters who feel deeply about the 
issues involved and are simply stating their considered opinion. 
(b) The Central Jurisdiction and the Develop~ent of Negro Leader-
ship. Always a point at issue as one considers the Central Juris-
diction is the question as to whether or not it aids in the devel-
oprnent of Negro leadership within Hethodi sm. Therefore, one of 
the questions on tre questionnaire read as follows: DO YOU FEEL 
'l'HA.T THE CENTRAL JUIUSDICTION HELPS OR HINDERS THE DEVELOPHENT OF 
NEGRO lEADERSHIP ~"'!J:THIN THE METHODIST CHURCH? The answers given 
in regard to this question are reflected in the following tabula-
tion: 
Helps 52 or 22.7 % 
Hinders 138 or 60~3 
No opinion ;29 or 17 .o 
Totals 229 or 100.0 ~ 
Thus it can be seen that six out of every ten who answered the 
questionnaire feel that rather than helping the development of Ne-
gro leadership within the l-1ethodist Church, the Central Jurisdic-
tion actually hinders such development. Only 22.7 percent, or a 
little more than one in every five, felt that it actually helps, 
while 17 percent have no opinion. 
Here again there is a wide variation betl-Jeen the response of 
effective me~bers of annual conferences and accepted supply pastors. 
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The responses of effective conference members are reflected in the 
following tabulation: 
Helps 30 or 19.8 % 
Hinders 100 or 65.7 
No opinion 22 or 14.2 
Totals 122 or 100.0 ~ 
The responses of the accepted supply pastors were as follows: 
Helps 19 or 42.2 % 
Hinders 15 or 33~3 
No opinion 11 or 24.2 
Totals ~2 or 100.0 ~ 
It is apparent that while 65.7 percent of all effective confer-
ence members reporting felt that the Central Jurisdiction hinders 
the development of Negro leadership within the l-iethodist Church, 
only 33.3 percent, or one of three, accepted supply pastors agree 
vdth this position. On the otre r hand only 19.8 percent of the 
effective conference members felt that the Jurisdiction is a help 
. in this respect, i'lhile 42.2 percent of tre accepted supply minis-
ters hold t.~is vie..,.,.. 
Here again, there is a correllation between the answers 
given to this question and the amount of formal education of 
those v.rho answer. The ministers who are seminary graduates or 
who have had some seminary training answered as follows: 
Helps 25 or 18.J % 
Hinders 92 or 67.1 
. No opinion 20 or 14.6 
Totals ;637 or 100.0 % 
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Those who have not attended seminary but who have either gradu-
a ted from college or had some college training ans1'iered as follows: 
Helps 10 or 22.7 % 
Hirrlers 27 or 6l.h 
No opinion 7 or 15.9 
Totals ~8 or 100.0 if 
Those v1ho have had no college or seminary training answered 
as follows: 
Helps 17 or 35.4 % 
Hinders 19 or 39.6 
No opinion 12 or 22.0 
Totals 48 or 100.0 % 
From these tabulations it is apparent that Negro ministers 
who have had any college or seminary training tend to vievJ ad-
v er sely the position that the Central Jurisdiction actually aids 
in the development of Ne e;ro 1'Iethodist leadership. Among the niinis-
ters v1ho have only a high school education or less, only a little 
more than one out of three are willing to ans\'ler the question in 
the af firma ti ve. 
Some of those who replied to tllis question also pointed out 
that, in t h eir opinion, it is not pe rtinent. They feel that 
leadership in the Hethodist Church should be considered as a whole 
and that there should be no concentration upon the development of 
Negro leadership as such. One minister wrote: 11Your question is 
not well phrased. Is it the church's aim to develop Negro leader-
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ship? ~le miss the point if our goal is to single out a specific 
type of leadership." Another writes: "It helps the development 
of Negro leadership but hinders the development of Christians in 
the Methodist Church." Another writes: 11It helps in the narrow 
sense but hinders in a broader sense." A district superintendent 
writes: 11 As a segregated group, it hinders Christian leadership 
within the Nethodist Church. 11 Still another minister writes: 
"Yes, it helps, but it is not the business of the church to devel-
op 'Negro Leadership' but Christian leadership. 11 
Such a position is well taken, and the asking of the ques-
tion is in no sense a statement that the church should be concern-
ed with the development of Negro leadership apart from Christian 
leadership. Nevertheless, the argument is always current that the 
Central Jurisdiction is valuable because it aids in the develop-
ment of Negro leadership within the Methodist Church by giving 
Negro Methodists more opportunities for self-expression and self -
determination. The replies to the questionnaire indicate that a 
substantial majority of the Negro ministers, themselves, reject 
this argument as invalid. 
(c) Desires Regarding the Future of the Central Jurisdiction. In 
order to try to determine the alternatives, if any, which Central 
Jurisdictional ministers would prefer to the present Jurisdiction-
al arrangement, another question on the questionnaire read as fol-
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lows: VlliAT ARE YOOR DESIRES IN REGARD TO THE FUTURE OF THE CEN-
TRAL JURISDICTION IN THE :t-iETHODIST CHURCH? Three alternatives 
were offered, and then a space for 11 other suggestions11 • The alter-
natives were (l) retain it as it now is, (2) integrate the Negro 
annual conferences into the areas and jurisdictions in which t hey 
are now geographically located, but retain separate annual confer-
ences for Negro churches, and (3) integrate all Negro Churches in-
to the other annual conferences in which they are now geographi-
cally located. Tr.d.s question, of course, wa s concerned v.1.hh integ-
ration of churches and not \'lith integration at a personal level . 
It did not atten~t to analyze desires concerning integration of in-
dividual Negroes and individual white people into the same churches. 
The replies to the questionnaire are tabulated as follows: 
(l) Retain it as it now is 
(2) Integrate Negro annual confer-
ences into areas where located 
but retain separate annual con-
ferences for Negro churches 
(3) Integrate all Negro churches 
into the annual conferences 
>'i'here they are geographically 
located (4) Other suggestions 
(5) Expressed no opinion 
TOTALS 
16 
33 
124 
16 
40 
229 
or 7.0 % 
or 14.4 
or 54.1 
or 7.0 
or 17.5 
or 100.0 ~~ 
Thus 54.1 percent, or more than half of those ~>iho replied to 
the questionnaire , indicated tlBt , i n their opinion, all Negro 
churches should ultlinately be integrated into the annual confer-
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ences where they are nO'Ngeographically located. Some of the min-
isters took pains to indicate that in some areas this might mean 
integrating white churches into annual conferences ·where the pre-
do1ninant group would be Negro churches. It is plain that the 
majority of the minister s replying to the questionnaire desire a 
complete integration of all Negro churches and white churches in-
to the same annual conferences, 1vhether this be predominantly a 
white or predominantly a Negro conference. 
There is again a significant difference between the desires 
indicated by the effective conference members and those indicated 
by th e accepted supply pastors. The ansvrers given by men tvho are 
effective members of t he five annual conferences are reflected in 
the summary which follows: 
(1) Retain it as ;it now is 
(2) Integrate Negro annual confer-
ences into areas where located 
but retain separate annual con-
ferences for Negro churches 
(3) Integrate all Negro churches 
into the annual conferences 
where they are geographically 
located (4) Other suggestions 
(5) Expressed no opinion 
TOTALS 
5 or 
26 or 
91 or 
12 or 
18 or 
17.1 
59.9 
7.9 
11.8 
152 or 100.0 % 
The anffivers given by the accepted supply pastors are as fol-
lows: 
(1) Retain it as it nmv is 
(2) Integrate Negro annual confer-
ences into areas ivhere located 
but retain separate annual con-
ferences for Negro churches 
(3) Integrate all Negro churches 
into the annual conferences 
where they are geographically 
located 
(4) Other suggestior$ 
(5) Expressed no opinion 
TOTALS 
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7 or · 15.6 % 
3 or 6. 7 
15 or 33.3 
2 or 4.4 
18 or 40.0 
45 or 100.0 % 
Of the effective members of the annual conferences, only 3.3 
percent indicated a desire to have the Central Jurisdiction remain 
as it is, \'lhereas the percentage of accepted supplJr pastors was 
much higher, 15.6 percent. Of the effective conference members 
17.1 percent indicated a desire to retain separate annual confer-
ences for Negro churches, simply integrating at the jurisdiction-
al level, while only 6.7 percent of the supply pastors chose this 
alternative. Perhaps the two most significant figures were those 
desiring complete integration and those expressing no opinion. In 
the former category, those desiring complete integration, the ef-
fective conference members have 59.9 percent of their number lvhile 
the supply pastors have 33.3 percent. In the latter category, 
those expressing no opinion, the effective conference members have 
only ll.8 percent of their number 11hile the supply pastors have 
40.0 percent. 
Of those who had other suggestions than the three alterna-
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tives given, 16 in number, almost all were concerned that integra-
tion be complete. Therefore, their suggestions pointed to>-Tard as-
surances of complete integration, or in a case or t wo, toward 
safeguards to assure certain rights to qualified Negro leaders. 
One minister vJrote that tre Negr-o clmrches should be integrated 
into the annual conferences where they are geographically located 
but there should be an allov1ance 11 for representation by bishops 
and district superintendents as qualified Negro ministers prove 
trnmselves 11 • Another ,,,rrites: "Integrate only if qualified Negro 
ministers are to be received by white congregations". Still an-
other states that he favors integration only "if Negroes are to 
be treated as people and not as Negroes".• 
The largest number of ministers who wrote suggestions in 
this area simply pointed tmvard \'lays to assure complete integra-
tion. The pastor of one of the largest churches in the Central 
Jurisdiction write the following statement: 
"The integration of Methodist Churches 1:'/ould be in 
two directions: namely; Negroes would be integrated in-
to white churches and whites, on the other hand, should 
be integrated into Negro churches. The same should ap-
ply to our confer ences. Th:t t is, Negro churches should 
be integrated into annual conferences in which they are 
geographically located, and white churches should be in-
tegrated into Negro conferences in which they are geo-
graphically located. Certa inly, in some cases, this 
would mean ths. t one conference v.ould have to be el:i.m:ift 
nated, but the conference to be eliminated could be de-
termined on the basis of the number of clmrches within 
a geographical area." 
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This stat e1i1ent points up •·rha t is pa rhaps a wealmess in the 
questionnaire . It was not sufficiently clear tlEt the third alter-
native "integrate all ·Negro churches into the other annual confer-
ences :in vrhich they are now geographically located", meant a t 1:Jo-
ltTay or complete integration. Probably a better reading would have 
been "integrate all Negro ~ 1·1hite churches into conferences ac-
cord:ing to geographical a reas". Several ministers pointed this 
L!-P in their ans11ers. One 1>Jrote: 11\'lherever it is geographicall~· 
feasible, integrate the v<hite ~hurches i n certain areas into 111hat 
are nov1 annual conference.s composed ex clusively of Negro chu r ches. 
The integration shol:tld be totally geographical, not r a cial". Ari-
other l'!I'Ote: 11It may be v1ise to integrate some white churches in-
to Negro conferences as they now stand. They ma.y come over sooner 
them some of their friends v-lill accept Negroes". 
These suggestions point up >vhat most of the ministers consid-
er to be t h e crucial prerequisite for integr ation, namely , t hat it 
be complete and on a basis of geography. One minister stat es this 
as clearly as any :in these words: "I feel that there should be an 
integr ation of all churches with nmv annual conferences formed on 
a geographical basisn. 
A final sugge stion came from a district super intendent. He 
v1rote a s follows: "Dissolve all jurisdictions a.nd establish Epis-
copal Districts on a geographical basis. Integrate every district 1~ 
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(d) Iwnedi ate Stens to be Taken. The final question concerning 
the i'uture of the Central Jurisdiction read as follows: v.JIAT HI-
l1EDI JI.TE STEPS DO YOU THINK THE NETHODIST CHURCH CAN TAKE IN RE-
GARD TO THE CENTRAL JUPJ: SDICTION? The purpose of this question 
was to determine opinions as to iwnediate action as contrasted 
with long term goals in so far as the Jurisdiction is concerned. 
To ans-v1er this question constructively is much more difficult 
t han t o simply state an ideal. Therefore, of the 229 ministers 
who returned the questionnairf:l, 106 did not corrunent upon or give 
an answer to this particular question. Of those vrho did ans>-:er, 
the vast majority simply said that the Jurisdiction should be 
abolished at once, many stating that the General Conference of 
1956 should vote the abolition. Perhaps one of the finest summa-
ries of this position came from a minister in J.faryland who >·~rote: 
11The Hethodist Church bas placed me in a very embarrassing posi-
tion by its present system of giving ecclesiastical sanction to 
r acism and segregation. It should vdpe out this system so that I 
can say that my Church practices i"'ffit i t preaches. 11 
A number of the ministers did go further and attempt to 
state constructive conwents. This group of comments, or sugges-
tions, though naturally slightly different in detail, centered 
around t wo steps, (1) take a positive and emphatic stand at once 
not later than the General Conference of 1956, saying that the 
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Central Jurisdiction is segregation, is in contradiction to the 
ideal of Christian brotherhood, and must go, and (2) begin work-
ing at the details and procedures which integration will imply 
and upon which it must be built. 
One minister points these up as follov;s: "Declare that the 
present plan of the Central Jurisdiction compromises the Christian 
principle of brotherhood. Urge 1-.rhite annual conferences to invite 
Negro churches in their geographical areas to become members of 
those conferences." Another answers the question ld th these vmrds: 
"Declare the Central Jurisdiction has served its purpose and move 
toward integrating all Negro churches into other annual conferences 
where they now are located." Another lists three steps: (1) 11a-
bolish the Jurisdiction first:', (2) "make integration an emphatic 
policy", and (3) 11 oogin practice situations as models 11 • 
There is a small group who feel that immediate steps should 
begin not at the General Conference level but at the local church 
level. One such writes: 11Set in motion steps leading to elimina-
tion of discrimination beginning at local church level with ulti-
mat e end of eliminating Central Jur isdiction 11 • Another writes: 
11Start now preparing the local churches for integration." Still 
another comments as follows: "The first steps must of necessity 
be to prepare the local congregations for the implications of 
'total integration'. Use the city churches as examples of inte-
.. 
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gration first; gradually include all of Methodism, ministerial as 
Hell as congregations." 
The only specific proposals for :i.rnrnediate action dealt •ri.th 
the possibility of setting up some c~ssion or committee to be-
gin gathering facts and preparing specific steps and recommenda-
tions. One minister vlrote his suggestion as follo-v;s: "Call to-
gether c~nmittees on race relations, representing each Jurisdic-
tion; let them get and weigh the facts • 11 Another simply said 
11 restudy our present short comings". Another V<Irote: 11Set up a com-
mission to study complete integration." 
From a reading of t he questionnaire it is clear that the 
vast majority of the ministers reporting wish the Central Juris-
diction abolished. They feel that ideally it should be done at 
once, certainly at the forthcoming General Conference. The major-
ity also desire that the integration of Negro and vfhite churches 
should be complete, that they should be organized into the same 
annual conferences, but many recognize the intricacies and diffi-
culties t his involves. J'i1any, perhaps most, would be content to 
simply abolish the Central Jurisdiction now, retain separate annu-
al conferences for Negro churches, and then ·Hark at the process 
of further integration, step by step, so long as the stand is pos-
itive and the effort continuous. Certainly only an infinitely 
small group are satisfied v.rith conditions as they now stand. If 
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the Methodist Church fails to read the danger signals in this area , 
and to act upon them honestly and courageously, it will miss an 
opportunity which may never be present again, and, in the opinion 
of this vJriter, the consequences will be extemely tragic. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCDJSIONS 
From the time of the Uniting Conference of Methodism in 1939 
until the present date there has been much uncertainty as ~o the 
ethical position of a racially segregated Central Jurisdiction 
within the organizational framework of the 11ethodist Church. 
There has also been much uncertainty and difference of.opinion as 
to the effectiveness of this Central Jurisdiction and the place it 
occupies in the feelings and desires of Negro Methodist leaders. 
On the basis of the information presented in previous chapters of 
this study, certain conclusions may logically be established. 
These conclusions are presented below. 
(1) The jurisdictional arrangement whereb,y a racially segre-
gated Central Jurisdiction was established has never been unani-
mously considered as a final organizational structure for the 
Methodist Church. It is probabl~e that even the majority of Metho-
dists in America have considered it from the very first as a tem-
porary position to be taken at a particular time until further ad-
vance could be made. This jurisdictional arrangement was admitted-
ly a part of the price of Methodist uPion in 1939 and is still 
considered so by a sizeable group of Methodists, particularly in 
the south. The plan of union whereby the united Methodist Church 
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came into being, however, was adopted by the necessary number of 
annual conferences in the north only because there was a way open 
wherebw this racially segregated Central Jurisdiction could be 
abolished at a General Conference of the united Hethodist Church . 
The constitution of the Hethodist Church provides that tre 
General Conference shall have the authority to change the number 
and boundaries of the Jurisdictional Conferences with the consent 
of a majority of the annual conferences in the jurisdictions in-
volved. The majority of Negro delegates voted against the Central 
Jurisdiction at the tline of unification and submitted to it only 
because they were out-voted. At that time they made it clear 
that they consider it only a temporary expedient. Reports from 
the Uniting Conference at Kansas City in 1939 indicated that the 
majority of the delegates there, white as well as Negro, were un-
satisfied rdth the racial jurisdiction. Since 1939 there has 
been continuous discussion of the arrangement and much agitation 
for change. 
(2) Sociologically speaking, the churches of the Central 
Jurisdiction have many factors which impede their progress and 
hinder their effectiveness. The churches are small in terms of 
active membership. In 1952, of the 1802 charges (which may be 
mo~e t han one church in many cases) 29 percent had fifty members 
or less and 53 percent bad only 100 memre rs or less. This means 
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that t he ministers of the Central Jurisdiction serve very few 
members per minister, more than 50 percent of them being assigned 
to char~s with 100 members or less. Indications are, further, 
that the relative number of churches with 50 members or less has 
tended to increase since the formation of the Central Jurisdic-
tion in 19.39. 
The churches of the Central Jurisdiction are primarily south-
ern and rural in terms of location. This means that they have a 
low economic base upon wl:d.ch to build. The income of southern 
rural Negroes is extremely low when compared with the average in-
come of the nation as a whole. This means that they are not in 
position to support their churches in a manner comparable with 
people in other areas who have higher average income. 
The number of ministers who are effective members of the an-
nual conferences of the Central Jurisdiction has decreased stead-
ily from the date of the Uniting Conference of J.fethodism to the 
present time, fran 1,493 in 1940 to 1,241 in 1952. In contrast 
with this, the number of accepted supply pastors has risen from 
404 in 1940 to 579 in 1952. More than .30 percent of the active 
ministers of the Central Jurisdiction in 1952 were accepted sup-
ply pastors. 
The effective members of the annual conferences of the Central 
Jurisdiction are not being replaced as rapidly as they are being 
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lost qy death. From 1940 until 1952 there were 391 men who were 
admitted to the conferences on trial while 569 died. For the 
years 1949 through 1952, there were only 131 men admitted into 
full membership in the annual ccnferences, and this was b3.rely 
one-half the number needed to replace those w:OO died or retired 
during that period. 
The salaries paid to ministers within the Central Jurisdic-
tion are very low. In 1952, 18 percent of these ministers re-
ceived from their churches a salary of $500 per year or less, 
while 41 percent received $1,000 per year or less, and 81 percent 
received $2,000 per year or less. Such salaries are well below an 
adequate subsistence level for a man and his family. This means 
that mcny of the ministers of too Central Jurisdiction are compel-
led to supplement their incane cy outside work and are therefore 
unable to give full time to their churches. Twenty-one percent 
of those who answered the research questionnaire stated that they 
had remunerative work other than the ministry. Other studies 
have placed this percentage as high as 58 percent. 
(3) These sociological factors point to the need for a much 
more effective use of the available ministers of the Central Juris-
diction. Within the framework as it now exists, there is a vi-
cious circle of inter-relating forces which make progress exceed-
ingly difficult. An unusually high proportion of very small 
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churches make for inadequate ministerial support, which in tum 
makes for a part-time ministry, which in tum makes for inadequate 
ministerial direction and leadership, which in turn makes for 
small churches, and so the circle goe·s. 
It is urgent that consideration be given to methods whereQy 
the ministers of the Central Jurisdiction can serve more manbers 
and thus be paid more adequate salaries and thus be able to de-
vet e more time to their ministry. A combination of churches and 
a reorganization of their work is strongly indicated. 
(4) Tre ministry of the Central Jurisdiction is not ade-
quately educated. Of those Who returned the questionnaire, 50.2 
percent were seminary gradual:. es. Another study placed this figure 
at 31 percent. Of those who returned the questionnaire, almost 
20 percent have had no training beyond high school while 17 per-
cent did not graduate from high school. The 229 ministers who re-
plied to tre questionnaire were overwhelmingly members of tre an-
nual oonferences and therefore the educational standard they re-
flect is somewhat above that of the ministry of the Central Juris-
diction as a whole. 
The educational status of the accepted supply pastors is es-
pecially low. Of those who answered the questionnaire, none had 
attended seminary. Only 11.1 percent were college graduates 
while another 11.1 percent had attended college for a time but did 
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not graduate. Further, 42.3 percent attended high school but did 
not graduate while 31.1 percent were only elementary school gradu-
ates or below. In view of the fact that over 30 percent of the 
ministers of the Central Jurisdiction are accepted supply pastors, 
this situation is especially serious. A report of the dean of 
an Area Pastors' School which serves four conferences indicated 
that only a small percentage of supply pastors attend this School 
for a two-week period during the summer months. 
(5) There is a correlation between the amount of fonnal edu-
cation the ministers have and their feelings toward the present 
status and possi~~e usefulness of the Central Jurisdiction. Those 
with more education uniformly tend to take a more adverse vie'l'r of 
the Jurisdiction and its usefulness. Of the ministers who are 
seminary graduates or who have had some seminary training, 82.5 
percent feel that the Jurisdiction weakens the effectiveness and 
compromises the ~dtness of the Methodist Church today. For those 
who are college graduates or have had some college training but 
have never attended seminary, the figure is (9.5 percent, while 
for those \oJho have had no college or seminary training the figure 
is .43. 7 percent. Of the ministers who are seminary . graduates or 
have had some seminary training, 67.1 percent feel that the Juris-
diction hinders rather than helps the development of Negro leader-
ship within the l•Iethodist Church. The figure for those who have 
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had some college but no seminary training is 61.4 percent and for 
those vlith no college or seminary training is 39.6 percent. 
(6) The encountered obstacles of which the Central Juris-
dictional ministers are aware are primarily obstacles due to segre-
gation ani to inadequate financial support, rut the obstacles men-
tioned next in frequency to these two were favoritism on the part 
of the leadership and the position of the accepted supply pastors 
within the conferences of the Jurisdiction. Segregation was the 
obstacle mentioned most often •. To many of the ministers, segrega-
tion is an obstacle because of its effect upon them as persons, 
to others because it excludes them from the wider fellowship of 
the !vlethodist Church, and to still others because it prevents them 
from attending schools and colleges which they feel would be help-
ful. 
The obstacle mentioned next in frequency to segregation was 
that of inadequate financial support. The ministers indicated 
that this obstacle imposes unnecessary anxiety, it makes proper 
study impossible due to lack of books and due to time \'lhich must 
be spent earning additional income. 
A sizeable group mentioned the obstacle of favoritism on 
the ptrt of the leadership in the tonferences, and a number of 
supply pastors cited their inferior status as a primary obstacle 
to their development. ~Iore than all else, these men seem to de-
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sire membership in the annual conferences and to be rid of \vhat 
they feel is tre stigma attached to the position of a supply pas-
tor. In as much as the proportion of supply pastors is so large 
and their feelings in this are marked, Nethodism could well give 
serious consideration to some way whereby their lot could be im-
proved. Not only their ego but their effectiveness is involved 
in their present status. 
As the ministers felt segregation and financial insecurity 
the pr.Lmary obstacles to their development, so they felt that the 
correcting of these conditions, at least within the church itself, 
would be the most effective help the 1'-lethodist Church could :bender 
to their continued development. The supply pastors felt t r.a. t 
scme increase in their rights and some further recognition of 
their contribution \'/auld be very he:;J,.pf'ul, while a sizeable group 
stated that the church could try to make possible for them a bet-
ter education. 
(7) The overwhelming majority of the ministers in the Cen-
tral Jurisdiction feel that the Jurisdiction should be abolished. 
The statements published in the Central Christian .Advocate unani-
mously branded it as segregation and as an unchristian compromise. 
Of the 229 ministers lvho answered the research questionnaire, 
73.8 percent, or almost three of every four, feel that the Juris-
diction weakens the effectiveness of the Meth:>dist Church as it 
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tries to present tte Christian ..Gospel today. Of these 229 .rninis-
ters, 60.3 percent feel that rather than helping in the develop-
ment of Negro leadership, the Jurisdiction actually hinders such 
development. Only 16 of the 229, or 7.0 percent, actually go on 
record as favoripg the retention of the Jurisdiction as it is now 
constituted. 
The m~jority of those reporting, or 54.1 percent, were in 
favor of ultimately integrating all Negro churches and white 
churches into the same annual conferences. A sizeable number, 
however, 14.4 percent, favored the retention of Negro annual con-
ferences but expressed themselves as favoring integration at the 
jurisdictional level. 
(8) )'.l}Ule the overwhelming majority of the ministers feel 
that the Central Jurisdiction is official segregation and must be 
abolished, there are wide differences of opinion as to the timing, 
the methods, and the strategy to be followed in bringing about 
the abolition and in the organizational procedure after the Juris-
diction is abolished. One group feels that the ii11111ediate steps 
must be taken at the local church level and that integration must 
be under way there before the Central Jurisdiction can be sa,ely 
abolished. Some feel that a program of 11permissive 11 legislation 
should be the next official step and that this program should 
make it easy for churches in one conference and jurisdiction to 
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to affiliate with those of another conference and jurisdiction. 
This group would advocate that the next General Conference extend 
and broaden the present pennissive arrangement and that it strong-
ly encourage integration at t he annual conference level. 
One outstanding leader, a college president, 'would have t he 
General Conference take a strong stand on the ethical indefensi-
bility of the Central Jurisdiction, abolish it everywhere except 
where state law requir es segreeation, and then he -vrould have the 
entire church maintain a continuous program of education and ex-
periment lookine toward integration not only of chur ches into an-
nual conferences but of individuals into churches. 
(9) The feelings of the vast majority of Negro Nethodist 
ministers concerning the ethical indefensibility of the Cent ral 
jurisdiction as an official structure lvithin the Hethodist Church 
a r e so intense that unless some positive action toward its imme-
diate rnitigation and ultimate abolition is taken in the ver,y near 
future, 1-iethodism is likely to lose increasingly the respect and 
loyalty of its Negro membership. The overwheJJning majority of 
the ministers brand the Jurisdiction as "unchristian", "a compro-
mise", and "unethical". 'rhey indicate that it places t hem in an 
impossible position. They see segregation under attack by the 
Supreme Cou rt and other secular agencies, and they simply are lin-
likely to continue to give wholehearted loyalty and allegiance to 
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a church wluch is supposed to lead in social progress but rather 
than leading follows unwillingly and at a distance. 
They 1dll probably be satisfied if the next General Confer-
ence will take an uncompromising stand against segregation and 
at least make a long stride toward its abolition vdthin the offici-
al structure of the Methodist Church. Some suggestion such as 
that of President Brawley, of Clark College, that the Central Juris-
diction be brand~d as segregation, that it be abolished except 
where state laws require segregation, \·would likely enlist their co-
operation and support. But if the next General Conference of the 
Hethodist Church hedges on this issue, as leaders of the South-
eastern Jurisdiction, at the time this is written, give every in-
dication that they intend to try to do, then the Nethodist Church 
willlikely have lost for a time, perllaps permanently, its posi-
tion in the thinld.ng and loyalty of great numbers of its Negro 
membership. And, i n the considered opinion of this writer, it 
will deserve so to· do. 
APPENDIX A 
A QUESTIONNAIRE SUBMITTED TO ALL MINISTERS IN SELECTED ANNUAL 
CONFERENCES OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION OF THE METHODIST CHURCH 
A research project by William Edge Dixon i..n the Division of 
Theological Studies of the Boston Universi"t~r Graduate School 
.. 
DO YOU FEEL THAT THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION HELPS OR HD~DER.S THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
NEGRO LEADERSHIP vJITHIN THE METHOD IS '1.' CHURCH? 
Helps Hinders · N'J opinion 
DO YOU FEEL THAT THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION WEAKENS OR STRENG'rHENS THE EFFECTIVE-
NESS OF THE ME'IHODIS'l' CHURCH AS IT TRIES TO PRESENT THE CHRISTIAN GOSPEL TODAY? 
Strengthens Weakens . 
---
No opinion ..........  __ 
WHAT ARE YOUR DESIRES IN REGARD TO THE FUTURE OF THE CENTRAL JURISDICTION IN 
THE :METHODIST CHURCH? 
Retain it as it now is. 
Integrate the Negro annual conferences into the areas and jurisdictions 
in which they are now geographically located, but retain separate an-
nual conferences for Negro Churches. 
Integrate all Negro Churches into the other annual conferences in which 
they are now geographically located. 
Other Suggestions: 
WHAT IMMEDIATE STEPS DO YOU THINK THE METHODIST CHURCH CAN TAKE IN REGARD TO 
THE CEN'fRAL JURISDICTION? 
WHAT IS YOUR CONFERENCE RELATIONSHIP? 
Effective member of an annual conference 
Member on trial in an annual conference 
Retired member of an annual conference 
Accepted Supply Pastor 
Local Preacher (not classified as 
an Accepted Supply Pastor) 
ON WHAT CONFERENCE BOARDS AND COMMITTEES DO YOU SERVE? 
DO YOU HAVE WORK OTHER THAN THE MINISTRY FOR WHICH YOU RECEIVE FINANCIAL 
CO.tv.lPENSATION? IF . SO, WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR LIVELIHOOD COMES 
FROM THIS ADDITION1U.. WORK? WB..AT IS THE NATURE OF THIS ADDITIONAL 
WORK? 
(other questions on back of page) 
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WHAT FORMAL EDUCATION HAVE YOU HAD? 
Elementary school graduate • Years attended elementary school, if 
you did not graduate Name of ~lementary school attended ____ _ 
---------· Was your school all-Negro or inter-racial? _ 
--------· 
High school graduate • Years attended high school, if you did not 
graduate· • NBJneof high school attended 
-----· Was your high school all-Negro or inter-racial? 
College graduate • Years attended college, if you did .not 
graduate • Name of college attended 
Was your college all-Negro ·or inter-racial? 
Seminary graduate • Name· of seminary attended 
Years attended seminary, if you did not graduate 
How many Supply Pastors' Schools, if any, have you attended? 
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE METHODIST CHURCH COULD DO FOR YOU IN ORDER TO INCREASE 
YOUR 'EFFECTIVENESS AS A CHURCH LEADER? 
WHAT HAVE BEEN THE MAIN OBSTACLES, IF ANY, TO YOUR DEVELOPMENT INTO THE KIND 
OF CHURCH LEADER YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE? 
IF YOU WOULD CARE TO SKETCH A VERY BRIEF STORY OF YOUR LIFE IN THE METHODIST 
MINISTRY, THIS WOULD BE VERY HELPFUL. (Attach an extra sheet of paper if you wish 
OTHER COMMENTS: 
Your age Name 
(You need not sign if you prefer not to) 
Please return to: Rev. W. Edge Dixon 
Newton Methodist Church 
30 Wesley St. 1 
Newton, 58, Massachusetts 
APPEND]]( B 
SAMPLE COPY OF COVERING LETTER 
MAILED 1·JITH RESEARCH QU:&S TIONNAIR.E 
NEWTON METHODIST CHURCH 
CoRNI':R CENTRE AND WEsLEY STREETS 
N EwToN 5s, M AssAcHusETTs 
REv. W. EocE DIXON, Miniiter 
October 12, 1954 
Dear Fellow-Pastor: 
The recent courageous decision of the United 
States Supreme Court in declaring segregation in 
the public schools unconstitutional has focused 
the attention of our nation upon existing re-
lationships between citizens of different racial 
backgrounds., 
In view of this, many Methodists are exanun~ng 
with renewed seriousness the question posed by our 
Central Jurisdictione Is it valuable? Does it 
deny Christian brotherhood? Is it a help or a 
hindrance'? What shculd the Methodist Church do 
about it? In answering these questions, the feel~ 
ings and desires of you who are leaders in the 
Central Jurisdiction are of utmost importance. 
At present I am engaged in a study trying to 
throw a little light upon this pressing problem 
of our Church. Bishop Love has suggested the 
Delaware Conference as being representative of 
the Baltimore Area in so far as this study is 
concerned, I am, therefore, submitting the en• 
closed questionnaire to each of the ministers 
in the Delaware Confer-ence. 
Will you be so kind as to complete this 
questionnaire and return it to me in the self-
addressed, stamped envelope which is enclosed? 
I will deeply appreciate your help in what is, 
I assure you, a sympathetic study. 
Very sincerely, · 
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ABSTRACT 
Statement of the Problem. At the Uniting Conference of l-leth-
odism in 1939, the annual conferences of the new Methodist Church 
were divided into six administrative groups which are called juris-
dictions. Five of these are geographically detennined while the 
sixth, or Central Jurisdiction, consists of the Ne gro annual con-
ferences within the United States. This Central Jurisdiction 
overlaps each of the other five. From the very beginning of this 
arrangement, the ethical problem posed by this racially determined 
jurisdiction has been an uncertain and difficult one for the Heth-
odist Church. The jurisdictional system has been strongly defend-
ed by some Methodists and bitterly attacked by others. One of the 
groups of people most intricately involved in, and most intimate-
ly concerned about, the present status and future possibilities 
of this Central Jurisdiction consists of the Negro ministers who 
serve the churches therein. This study attempts to explore cer-
tain areas concerning the present condition of these ministers, 
with special attention given to their economic position, t heir 
educational achievements, the special problems of which they are 
conscious, and their desires regarding the future of the Central 
Jurisdiction within the Methodist Church. 
Procedure. Chapter Two is an historical background tracing 
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the attitude of the Methodist Church toward its Negro me:nbership 
from its early beginnings in America up to the Uniting Conference 
of 1939. Chapter Three presents certain sociological factors con-
cerning the Central Jurisdiction. It analyzes the size of the 
churches within the Jurisdiction, the salary scale of the ministers 
of these churches, and the downward trend in the number of fully 
ordained ministers within the Jurisdiction since the Uniting Con-
ference. · Chapters Four and Five present informa. tion obtained frou 
a research questionnaire which was mailed to all ministers within 
five of the seventeen conferences of the Central Jurisdiction. A 
total of 688 questionnaires were mailed and 229 of these were re-
turned either fully or largely can.pleted. In Chapter Four the 
for.mal educational achievements of the seven living Negro bishops 
and these 229 ministers are analyzed. Chapter Five presents the 
special problens of which these ministers are aware and v-1hat they 
believe the Methodist Church could do to help alleviate the pro-
blems. Chapter Six deals with the attitudes and desires of Cent-
ral Jurisdictional leaders concerning the position of tr~s Juris-
diction 11ithin the 1--Iethodist Church. An attempt is made to analyze 
their opinion as to the etbical problem v,rhich the Jurisdiction . 
presents and also their wishes concerning its future position with-
in the Methodist Church. Materials for this chapter are draim 
from articles appearing in the Central Christian Advocate, offici-
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al publication of the Central Jurisdiction, and from replies to 
the research questionnaire. 
Conclusions. There has been much uncertainty in regard to 
the total position of the Central Jurisdiction within Nethodism 
and especially in regard to the place it holds in the thinking of 
Negro Hethodist leaders. After a consideration of the historical 
background and sociological construction of the Jurisdiction, and 
after an analysis of the completed research questionnaires, the 
follo~dng conclusions have been reached: 
1. The jurisdictional arrangement vJhereby a racially segregated 
Central Jurisdiction was established has never been unanimously 
considered as a final organizational structure for the :Hethodist 
Church. The Plan of Union was adopted by the required number of 
annua l conferences only because a way >'l'as left open whereby this 
Central Jurisdiction could be reconsidered and changed at any Gen-
eral Conference of the new Methodist Church. The majority of the 
Negro delegates voted against this jurisdictional arrangement at 
the time of unification and submitted to it only because they 
were out-voted. Since .. 1939 there has been continuous discussion 
of the arrangement and much agitation for a cha.nge. The agitation 
has been carried on by white and Negro 11ethodists. 
2. Sociologically speaking, the churches of the Central Juris-
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diction have many factors which impede their progress and hinder 
their effectiveness. The churches are small in tenns of active 
membership. In 1952, 53 percent of all charges had only 100 mem-
bers or less while 29 percent of all charges had 50 members or les s. 
The churches are primarily southern and rural in te:rms of location. 
This means that they have a low economic base on which to build. 
The number of fully ordained ministers >dthin the Jurisdiction 
has decreased steadily from 1939 until the present time, while 
the number of accepted supply pastors has steadily increased. The 
salaries paid to Central Jurisdictional ministers are very low. 
In 1952, 4J_ percent of these ministers received from their churc!~es 
a yea rly salary of ~~1,000 or less. 
3. These sociological fa~tors point to the need for a much more 
effective use of the available ministers of the Central Jurisdic-
tion. These factors form a vicious circle of inter-relating 
forces which make progress exceedingly difficult. An unusually 
high proportion of very small churches make for inadequate minis-
terial support, which in turn makes for a part-time ministry, 
which in turn makes for inadequate ministerial direction and lea-
dership, which in turn makes for small churches. A co1nbi.nation 
of churches and a reorganization of their work is strongly indi-
cated. 
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4. The ministry of the Central Jurisdiction is not adequately 
educated. Of the 229 ministers Vlho returned the research ques-
tionnaires, 50.2 percent were seminary graduates. Another study 
revealed a canparative figure of 31 percent. The educational 
status of the accepted supply pastors is especially low. Of the 
45 supp~ pastors who returned the questionnaires, none had at-
tended seminary, ll.l percent were college graduates, and another 
ll.l percent had attended college for a time but had not graduated. 
Further, 73.4 percent of these supply pastors had not graduated 
from hi gh school, and 31.1 percent had never attended high school. 
In vie\'1 of the fact that rou ghly one-third of the active ministers 
of the Central Jurisdiction are accepted supply pastors, this 
situat ion is especially serious. 
5. There is a correlation betvreen the a...110unt of fonnal education 
the ministers have and their feelings toward the present status 
·and possible usefulnesp of the Central Jurisdiction. Those with 
more education unifonmly tend to take a more adverse view of the 
Jurisdictim and its usefulness. 
6 . The encountered obstacles of i•rhich the Central Jurisdiction-
al ministers are aware are pr~narily obstacles due to segregation 
and to inadequate financial support, but the obstacles mentioned 
next in frequency were favoritism on t he par t of the leadership 
and the position of the accepted supply pasto rs within the confer-
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ences of the Jurisdiction. Segregation was the obstacle mention-
ed most frequently. These ministers feel that segregation has a 
detrimental effect by giving them a status as secon~-rate persons, 
that it excludes them from the wider fellowshi p of the ilethodist 
Church, and that it prevents them fran taking advantage of many 
opportunities ~bich would make for their development as Christian 
leaders. Inadequate financial support deprives them of many of 
the things necessary to the development of Christian leadership 
and oftimes forces them to seek outside employment in order to 
support their families. They feel that by trying to remove these 
obstacles, the Methodist Church oould contribute toward their de-
velopment as effective Christian ministers. 
7. The overwhelming majority of the ministers in the Central 
Jurisdiction feel that the Jurisdiction should be abolished. 
Statements published in the Central Christian Advocate unanimous-
ly brand it as segregation and as an unchristian compromis.e. Of 
the 229 ministers who returned the q11estionnaire, 73.8 percent 
feel that the Jurisdicticn weakens the effectiveness of the l•feth-
odist Church as it tries to present the Christian Gospel today, 
while 6o.3 percent feel that the Jur isdiction actually hinders 
the development of Negro leadership within the Methodist Church. 
Only 7.0 percent actually go on record as favoring the retention 
of the Jurisdiction as it is now constituted. 
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8. ~~~hile the oveY'\vhelming majori. ty of the ministers feel that 
the Central Jurisdiction is officially segregation and must be 
abolisred, there are wide differences of opinion as to the timing, 
the roothods, ani the strategy to be used in bringing about the a-
bolition. One group feels th:l.t the first steps must be taken at 
the local church level. Sane feel that a program of "permissive 
legislation" offers the test hope for immediate progress. The 
president of a Negro college proposes that the next General Con-
ference take a strong stand on the ethical indefensibility of the 
Central Jurisdiction, abolish it everywhere except where state law 
requires segregation, and then maintain a continuous program of 
education and wq:>eriment looking toward canplete integration not 
only of churches into annual conferences but of individuals into 
churches. 
9. The feelings of the vast majority of the Negro Hethodist min-
isters cone ern:i.ng the ethical indefensibility of the Central Juris-
diction as an off.i. cial structure within the t1ethodist Church are 
so intense that unless some positive action toward its inm1ediate 
mitigation and ultimate abolition is taken in the very near future, 
Methodism is likely to lose increasingly the respect and loyalty 
of its Negro meml::ership. The ministers of the Central Jurisdic-
tion vlill probably be reasonably satisfied if the next General Con-
ference will take an uncomp.romising stand toward segregation and 
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at least make a long stride toward its abolition within the offici-
al structure of the 1v1ethodist Church. But if this next General 
Conference avoids a forthright stand and refuses to make rea,l pro-
gress tov1ard the ultimate abolition of the Central Jurisdiction, 
t hen the Hethodist Church will likely have lost for a time, per-
hap s permanently, its position in t he thinking and loyalty of 
great numbers of its Negro membership. 
\·Tilliam Edge Dixon was born at Cairo, Georgia on November 5, 
1918, the son of William .L. and Frances Belle Edge Dixon. He re-
ceived the Bachelor of Business Ad~nistration degree from the 
University of Georgia in 1942. · After serving four years in the 
United States Navy during World War II, he entered Garrett Bibli-
cal Institute in 1946, receiving the Bachelor of Divinity degree 
f rom that institution in 1949. 
In 1946 he \vas married to Hiss Ruth Jean \'lohr. They have 
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From June of 1949.until March of 1951, he was pastor· of the 
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